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Abstract
In summer 2011 the Caithness Archaeological
Trust and AOC Archaeology Group began a
programme of community archaeology at the
Iron Age settlement of Nybster broch,
Auckengill, Caithness. Excavations were
carried out in two seasons, the first focussing
on the enclosing outwork and the second on
the cellular buildings at the E end of the
promontory. This report details the results of
these excavations, which recovered evidence
for the initial enclosure of the site, some time
after the late Bronze Age, occupation dating to
the later first millennium BC and early first
millennium AD, as well as evidence for the use
of the site for burial after the collapse of the
defensive rampart. The radiocarbon dating
undertaken on samples from the excavations
suggests that the promontory had become a
complex cellular ‘village’ by the first century
AD. The excavations were productive in terms
of material culture, with a sizable stone tool,
bone and ceramic assemblage, including
mould and crucible fragments indicating
metalworking on site. A Roman melon bead
signifies long-distance trade and complements
Roman artefacts recovered during Tress
th
Barry’s 19 century excavations.
This report ties the 2011 results to those of
previous campaigns of excavation at the site
within the last decade forming a major
contribution to the study of Iron Age settlement
in northern Scotland.
This research was generously supported by
Highland Leader, the Heritage Lottery Fund
and Highland Council.
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THE ARCHAEOLOGICAL EXCAVATIONS AT NYBSTER, 2004-2011

1.0 Introduction

1.1

The archaeological site known as Nybster Broch is situated on the north-east coast of Caithness, at
Auckengill, some 7 miles south of John O’Groats (ND 3702 6314). The site is located on a promontory
and comprises an area of just under 1300m2 (Figure 1). The site was first excavated by local
landowner Sir Francis Tress Barry in 1895-96. This was one of at least 14 broch sites excavated by
Barry and local farmers between c1890 and 1904. They uncovered a palimpsest of structures
including an Atlantic Roundhouse – the ‘broch’, an enclosing outwork and at least 11 subsidiary
buildings of various forms. It is unlikely they uncovered every building. As with many Barry sites, few
records were kept save for a few photographs and watercolours by John Nicolson including a plan of
the site. We know very little about Barry’s work although the results were briefly described by
Anderson (1901, 139-42); and a number of finds were recovered including bone, stone, pottery,
animal remains and grain. Roman pottery and evidence for non-ferrous metalworking are particularly
notable finds from the antiquarian excavations.

1.2

Barry’s techniques were coarse: the team crudely cleared out interiors and dug wall-chasing trenches
through archaeological deposits. This work is commonly regarded to have compromised the
archaeological value of the resource. However, re-survey of the site undertaken in 2001 suggested
that untouched archaeology may survive in some areas, archaeology which may provide insight into
the first millennium BC/AD (see Heald & Jackson 2001: 2002). With the support and consent of
Historic Scotland, Highland Council, the Caithness Archaeological Trust and the local community, a
programme of survey and excavations took place in 2004, 2005 and 2011.

Aims Of The Excavations

1.3

The recent work had five key aims:

1.
2.
3.
4.
5.

to ascertain whether archaeological levels survive across the site;
to excavate, survey and record any surviving archaeology;
to recover artefactual and environmental data pertaining to the date and use of the site;
to analyse the construction, life history and condition of the monuments;
to bring the site to a safe condition at the completion of the season.

Methodology

Survey
1.4 In 2004, survey of the Nybster site was carried out using a total station in conjunction with Penmap
for Windows, allowing real-time drawing of site plans. Relationships in visible wall faces were drawn
by hand, and interiors of buildings excavated by Tress Barry were also planned by hand. The resulting
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drawings were then digitised in CAD and incorporated into the model.. In 2011 the site was scanned
with a laser scanner (Figure 2).
Context numbering system
1.5

Since Tress Barry’s excavations had left many of the structures at Nybster exposed, it was possible to
record relationships between structural elements using contexts and normal Harris matrices. The
following numbering system was used to record structural features.

1.6

The Atlantic roundhouse was labelled building 1, and was assigned contexts starting from 1001.The
outbuildings exterior to the roundhouse, including the defensive outwork, were numbered from 2 to
13. Each building was then divided into areas where appropriate, and these areas given numbers
increasing in increments of 100, so that celled structures such as Outbuilding 6 (OB6) were divided
into two areas: the main structure of the roundhouse, 6100, and the annex cell 6200. Contexts were
then assigned to structural features within these area blocks, starting with 600 (see Figure 1).

Excavation Methodology
1.7

All topsoil stripping was undertaken by hand. All of the trenches were cleaned and excavated
stratigraphically by hand; a 100% sampling strategy was adopted, i.e. every context was sampled. All
finds and soil samples were three-dimensionally recorded using a total station. All procedures
adopted conform to AOC Archaeology’s standard operating practices.

2.0

EXCAVATION RESULTS

The Atlantic Roundhouse

2.1

The focus of the site is a large Atlantic roundhouse which is widely known as a broch (eg Anderson
1901; Hingley 1992). The roundhouse was presumably the main reason that Barry was drawn to the
monument and was excavated in 1895. The few photographs that survive show that Barry’s
excavations revealed the shape of the roundhouse by running trenches along the walls, and clearing
the interior. None of the surviving records suggest the 19th century excavators investigated the actual
wall structure, nor do they show any evidence of typical complex Atlantic roundhouse architecture
such as guard cells, intra-mural cells; galleries or stairs. Prior to excavation, therefore, Nybster
appears as a simple ring of solid masonry standing nowhere higher than 1.5 m (Plate 1).

2.2

This raises interesting questions over the original design, construction and subsequent history of the
structure: was Nybster ever a ‘broch’ as defined by classic examples like Mousa, Dun Dornadilla,
Carloway or the Glenelg examples?

2.3

Interpretation of the surviving structure is not without its problems. It is possible that any intra-mural
features which existed in this building were raised well above the floor, as at many other sites, so
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that no signs of these are preserved in the bottom 1.5m (5 ft) of the surviving roundhouse. Previous
authors (eg Mackie 2007, 477) have suggested a possible raised doorway but there are now no
straight edges in the masonry and no firm conclusions can be drawn. We would expect this 'gap' to
be at the 3 o’clock or 9 o’clock area as one enters the entrance but it is not apparent in a photograph
of the interior after excavation, taken during the 19th century work.
2.4

Even in its current form, the Atlantic roundhouse is an unusual structure. By the standards of Atlantic
roundhouses, the roundhouse wall is unusually thick. The wall averages 4.70m in thickness,
compared to an internal diameter of 6.24m. These figures provide one of the highest percentage wall
base ratios of any Atlantic roundhouse, indeed, only those of Ness and Mousa are higher (Fojut 1981:
225).

2.5

Fojut’s discussion of wall base percentage (PWB) as an index of potential structure height based on
the dimensions of Mousa indicate that that site may well be exceptional within its Shetland context,
having an extraordinarily large PWB. Nybster, however, has a similarly exceptional PWB. Using
Mousa as a model of potential height based on PWB, we can calculate the potential height of
Nybster, if it were ever a true ‘broch tower’ at 12.1m, given the relative thickness of the wall.

2.6

However, in contrast to the massively thick walls, the interior of the roundhouse is relatively small, at
approximately half the size of some other Caithness brochs sites such as Keiss Road and Harbour (see
below). Clearly, the currently surviving building would have been modest in comparison to the large
roundhouses nearby at Keiss; however, the structure could have been imposing, and with a much
greater capacity should it have originally been a tower. For this reason, investigation of the
roundhouse walls themselves became essential to the research design at Nybster, for the purposes
of determining the original form of the roundhouse.

The roundhouse walls
2.7

Whilst accepting that it is quite possible that any intra-mural features which existed in this building
were raised well above the floor, in order to attempt to clarify whether the roundhouse was a simple
or complex Atlantic roundhouse or a broch, it was necessary to ascertain whether there were any
surviving intra-mural features. Three trenches (1 to 3) were opened up across the roundhouse. All
were positioned so that, accumulatively, intra-mural features should be located. That said, there is
always the possibility that features were located outside the trenches. Furthermore, due to the site
being a scheduled monument, excavation was ceased when the integrity and stability of the
structure may have been compromised.
Trench 1

2.8

Trench 1 was positioned over the southern part of the roundhouse and over a ‘collapsed wall’ or
void, believed to be a possible entrance to a gallery by previous surveyors. Directly under the turf
was [1000] a brash and Ah horizon: a dark brown sandy, silty soil with 90% brash inclusions of flaky
and sharp stones ranging in size from 0.02m to 0.27m. The stones within the matrix were angular and
sub angular in form. The context contained bone, cobbled tools and flint. Directly under this was
[1001] a sandy, silty soil with 90% brash and stone inclusions. This context contained a bone pin and
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pot sherds, as well as shells, whelks, bone and smooth stones. A sondage through [1001] revealed
[1002], a context dominated by large, angular stones, ranging in size from 0.15m to 0.90m, which did
not form any coherent pattern. This context had many voids and the stones sat within a loose brash
matrix infill. This context appears to have been part of the original roundhouse structure, particularly
the wall core and rubble. No structural features (gallery, stair entrance, aumbrey) were discovered
within this trench.
Trench 2
2.9

Trench 2 covered the eastern section of the roundhouse wall, including an area of rebuild. Directly
under the turf was [1201], a context of large, angular, sub-angular and sub-rounded stones ranging
from c.0.12m to 0.73m. Although the stones were very rudely coursed they formed no coherent
structural pattern. The surrounding soil contained beach pebbles, shells and bones. The context has
numerous voids and loose infill within a brash matrix. Underlying this context were [1202] and
[1203]. Context [1202] comprised large to medium sized sub-rounded and sub-angular stones
(c.0.12m to 0.46m) accompanied by small brash, fragmented stone and sandy silty soil. Again, voids
were present and some larger stones were angled upright. There was no distinct patterning of
stones. These appear to have been part of the original wall core and rubble. Associated with these
features, and towards the west of the trench, were a series of Caithness flagstones infilling an area
c.2.2m x 0.8m. These formed part of the interior of the broch wall, 13 flagstones deep in vertical
section ([1203] same as [1004] in broch interior). Like many other areas visible in the broch interior,
these flagstones represent a deliberate rebuild of the interior wall.

Trench 3
2.10 Trench 3 covered the western part of the roundhouse wall. Directly under the turf was a brash and
Ah horizon layer [1300]: a grey brown sandy, silty soil with 90% brash inclusions. Under this was
context [1301] which comprised large angular, sub-angular and sub-rounded stones (0.12m x 0.10m x
0.02m to 0.67m x 0.30m x 0.15m). All of the stones were irregularly laid, some angled downwards.
Again, there were numerous voids within the excavated sequence, with no evidence of coursing. The
soil matrix contained beach pebbles and shells. Removal of this context produced another rubble fill
[1302] again dominated by large angular, sub-angular and sub-rounded stones. Once again the
stones were irregularly laid, some angled downwards. There were numerous voids and no evidence
of coursing. The soil matrix included inclusions of shells. This context was removed to a depth of
0.67m where excavation stopped.
The interior
2.11 Prior to excavation, a range of internal features were visible including tanks and partitions. Two
trenches (2a and 3a) concentrated on the Atlantic roundhouse interior: trench 2a in the south-east
quadrant and Trench 3a in the north-west. Approximately 50% of the ground surface of the interior
was excavated.

Trench 2a
© AOC Archaeology 2012
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2.12 Directly under the turf was [1500], an Ah horizon of brown sandy silt sorted by earthworms and
roots. This context covered the whole trench.
Post-Barry activity
2.13 Removal of the turf and [1500] revealed a notable stony and brashy layer, [1501], in the southern
section beside the possible aumbrey or gallery entrance in trench 1. This context contained large
(c.0.33m x 0.24m) and small (0.05m x 0.06m) angular and sub-angular stones. The shape, size and
orientation of the stones, and that they formed an obvious ‘mound’ above other contexts, suggests
that the context is late and probably post-Barry. A photograph taken by Barry shows a gap in the wall
before and during the 19th century work, but some stone has been subsequently displaced.
2.14 Another spread of large stones [1502] - four large grey stones. three sub-angular and one subrounded (c.0.29 x 0.30m; 0.14m x 0.14m) – also appear to relate to post-Barry activity. They overlie
earlier paving [15015]. Two large sub-angular grey rocks - (0.51m x 0.34m; 0.32 x 0.29m), - [1506],
were also ‘floating’ within the interior.
Internal furnishings
2.15 The trench was dominated by a three-sided structure comprising large earth-fast orthostats ([1016],
[1017] & [1504]), all still partly submerged prior to excavation. [1016] measured 1.58m x 0.08m x
0.27m; [1017] measured 1.23m x 0.07m x 0.17m; and [1504] measured 0.79m x 0.05m x 017m.
2.16 Two areas of chocking stones were associated with this internal furnishing. [15010] was with [1504]
and measured 0.16m x 0.21m x 0.03m; 0.31m x 0.09m. [15014], comprised of nine stones on average
0.20m x 0.04m, was associated with [1016]. A probable post setting associated with the three-sided
orthostatic furniture was also uncovered: cut into the associated occupation deposit [1503] (see
below) was [15012], a straight-sided flat-based cut. This was filled by [15013], a black, brown clayey
silt which also contained very small stones (5% of overall matrix) and other larger stones. This was in
turn cut by 1509 a feature comprising five small upright stones in a square formation, sizes (0.17m x
0.05m; 0.11m x 0.04m; 0.07m x 0.01m; 0.08m x 0.04m; 0.05m x 0.06m). This was filled by [15011] a
dark brown, silty clay with small, fragmented stones (10& inclusions of overall matrix).
2.17 This three-sided internal feature was associated with [15015] an area of paving. [1505] was a small,
grey horizontal orthostat (c.0.28m x 0.05m) sitting at right angles to 1504.
‘Floor deposits’
2.18 In the north-west corner of the trench, under stone rubble 1502 was [15016], a brownish-grey, silty
clay. This partly overlay paving [15015]. This layer appears to be associated with use of the hearth in
trench 3a. Under [15016] was [15017], an orange clayey sterile soil with black inclusions (probably
manganese). The paving [15015] was set into this context. [15016] was similar to context [1420] in
trench 3a and underlies part of the hearth furniture in trench 3a, context [1403] (see below). Beneath
[1500] and [1501] were two main soil contexts [1503] and [1507]. Both contexts abutted the threesided features and the roundhouse wall.
© AOC Archaeology 2012
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2.19 [1507] was a dark brown sandy clayey earth associated with a mixture of larger angular, sub-angular,
rounded and sub-rounded stones ranging in size from 0.37m x 0.27m to 0.10m x 0.08m. The content
of larger stones differentiated [1507] from [1503]. At first it was assumed that [1507] may be
collapse or activity post-Barry. Excavation revealed, however, that this context was likely to be a
mixture of modern and Iron Age activity, an ‘interface layer’. [1507] overlay three contexts: [1503];
[1508] and [15019].
2.20 [1503] was a grey brown sandy clay with 30% peat ash inclusions and inclusions of small stones. This
covered the majority of the trench except for a discrete area in the north-east, designated context
[1507]. The context was very compact with flecks of charcoal and peat ash. The top layers were
particularly artefact rich with stone inclusions, and the context became less artefact rich the further
down one excavated and became far more sterile. Although there was no discernible visual change in
the context removal of the lowest levels of [1503] revealed that the context actually underlay the
roundhouse wall. [1503] had been chemically modified at the base, merging with the underlying
context [15018], which underlay the broch. [15018] was a sterile, silty, clay layer with manganese
inclusions. It is a Bth layer - organic and humic that has been chemically modified, similar but below
[1503]. Hence there was no discernible break in context visible during excavation (due to chemical
processes) and hence why [1503] appears to both abut and underlie the roundhouse wall. The upper
parts of [1503] – that is, the artefact rich context that abutted the broch wall –represents the
remnants of the last discernible remnants of the roundhouse occupation.
2.21 [1508] was a dark brown silty clay with large sub-angular and sub-rounded stones through 80-90% of
the deposit. Stones range in size from (0.37m x 0.27m) to (0.10m to 0.08m). This context filled a
hollow which cut 1503. The hollow contained a broken saddle quern and a grinder /rubber.
2.22 [15019] was a yellow, brown silty clay, peat ash layer. This was encountered in a small area of the
north-east corner of the trench and was surrounded by stones. It was not fully excavated.

Trench 3a
2.23 Directly under the turf was an Ah horizon composed of brown, silty sand with some charcoal flecks
[1400]. The context was very rooty and sorted by earthworms. This covered the whole of the trench.
Internal furnishings
2.24 The trench was dominated by two main features: a tank (and part of another) and a hearth. These
features also have associated stone settings and paving.
The tank
2.25 The tank is comprised of four edge set orthostats (1407, 1408, 1409, 1410). [1407] is approximately
1.32m x 0.50m x 0.06m running on the west/east axis. [1408] is approximately 0.63m x 0.55m x
0.05m running on the north-south axis. [1409] is approximately 1.32m x 0.50m x 0.06m running on
the west/east axis. [1410] is approximately 0.50m x 0.50m x 0.03m running on the south/north axis.
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The tank had three fills. The upper fill [1401] was a black, brown clay silt with some large roots. Stone
inclusions ranged in size from 0.11m x 0.18m x 0.03m to a large single slab (0.43m x 0.26m x 0.06m).
The second fill [1422] was a black, clay soil with small stones and brash. Some large stones up to
0.43m x 0.26m x 0.06m. The lowest fill [1426] was another black, gritty, silty cay soil with quite large
silt deposits again with stones of various sizes (0.20m x 0.10m x 0.02m to 0.46m x 0.21m x 0.03m).
This last fill sat directly above bedrock.
2.26 A medium sized vertically positioned orthostat of approximately 0.54m x 0.25m x 0.08m running on
the north-east / south-west axis [1411] is part of a second tank to the north of the first.
2.27 Two photographs of the site taken during the excavations in 1896 clearly show the two tanks, and
the fact that both were excavated, at least in part. The tanks have been open to the elements since
the 19th century. No diagnostic artefactual material was recovered from any of the fills.
The hearth
2.29 After removal of [1400] a sub-rectilinear shattered sandstone slab (0.71m x 0.93m) was encountered
[1403] at the eastern edge of the trench. The shattered slab had been discoloured by heat and had
turned a pale orange red from a pale grey blue. Next to the slab was context [1402], which consisted
of two lines of vertically placed kerbstones (including some suspected hammerstones) of
approximately 0.14m x 0.10m x 0.06m to 0.40m x 0.17m x 0.05m and separated by horizontally
placed rectilinear stones of approximately 0.12m x 0.12m x 0.03m to 0.20m x 0.28m x 0.02. These
appear to have been kerbstones and associated furnishings associated with hearth 1403. To the
north of the hearth was an area of paving [1415] comprising a number of large flat stones placed
(mostly) horizontal next to each other, ranging in sizes (0.11m x 0.15m x 0.05m to 0.26m x 0.26m x
0.04m). A soil [1421] filled the area between 1402, 1403 and 1415. The fill was a dark, brown sandy
silt with a few small stones and affected by roots.
Post-Barry and interface layers
2.30 Following removal of [1400], two stone, brashy spreads and associated soils were encountered
beside the tank. [1406] consisted of a small collection of small to medium sized stones (0.27m x
0.16m to 0.04m x 0.08m). They sat within [1418] a grey, brown silty clay with small stone inclusions
ranging from sizes (0.10m x 0.06m x 0.03m to 0.30m x 016m x 0.04m). Another collection of stones
[1412] was surrounded by [1417] a dark, brown sandy silt with a few small stones and many roots.
Both soil contexts contained pottery and stone objects. These contexts are likely to be the Iron Age
levels at which Barry stopped and then left his excavations open.
2.31 To the south of the tank was an area of sub-rectilinear stones (0.42m x 0.22m to 0.30m x 0.08) [1404]
associated with three other stones [1405] which lay directly beside the tank. These stones were filled
by [1416] a brown , black sandy-silt with few small stone inclusions and affected by roots. Although
the stones have the appearance of paving these were higher than the tank and the hearth suggesting
that they may be very late in the sequence or related to abandonment.
‘Floor deposits’
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2.32 Like trench 2a the surviving deposits were extremely shallow with perhaps only context [1423]
associated with roundhouse levels (and perhaps [1421] described above). [1423] was located in a
small pocket in the north of the trench and abutted the roundhouse wall and the tank. It was a dark
brown clay silt with a small amount of charcoal and peat ash. It contained some medium sized stones
with approximately 10% stone coverage. This context may equate with [1503] in trench 2a.
Pre-broch deposits
2.33 [1423] overlay context [1424]. [1424] was a light brown clay silt with very few small stones. It
contained no artefacts. It underlay the broch wall.
2.34 Removal of the shattered hearth slab feature [1403] revealed [1420], a distinct red, orange, brown
soil. This appears to have been a chemically modified manganese rich soil layer which has also been
modified by heat from the overlying hearth 1403. 1420 overlay [1425] a light medium red/brown
silty clay with small stone chips.

Outbuildings

2.35 At least 11 outbuildings surround the roundhouse.
Promontory enclosure (Outbuilding 5)
2.36 Outbuilding 5 (Figure 3; Plate 2) is a massive curved barrier 3.05 m thick , increasing to about 4.5 m at
the centre where the solitary entrance passage is situated. This wall is about 1.8 m from the Atlantic
roundhouse at its nearest point. The entrance is 4.5 m long and 1.07 m wide at the outer end. Some
1.37 m from the outside is the first door frame built of slabs on edge set into the passage walls; after
this the passage widens to 1.22 m. A second door frame is 3.66 m from the exterior. At each end, on
the inside face, is a short flight of steps, leading up towards the passage, which presumably gave
access to the wall head. Mackie (2007, 478) argues that the closeness of these flights of steps to the
passage suggests that the outer wall was never very high; perhaps there was a parapet fronting the
flat wall walk. As Mackie (ibid.) highlights, this structure is clearly a composite monument and,
contrary to previous accounts, should not be seen as a single build. Neither the 1901 report nor the
photographs or plans suggest that Barry excavated the core of the enclosure; it appears that they
only uncovered the outside walls and shape.
2.37 Immediately after the removal of the turf and topsoil, it was apparent that there were multiple
phases of construction activity on the rampart, and there were clear differences between the
northern and southern areas of the trench. Beneath the turf [5000] the entire trench was covered in
a layer of brash [5001], comprising shattered stone fragments up to 15cm across in a loose, dry
loamy silt matrix, although this deposit was much thinner to the N. Several artefacts were recovered
from [5001], including bone, beach pebbles, pottery fragments (SF 496), a hammer stone (SF 448), a
stone disk (SF 503) and a piece of cannel coal (SF 447).
19th century Barry features
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2.38 Trench 7 included several features related to Sir Francis Tress Barry's excavations at Nybster. Most
obviously, these included a ditch dug to expose the outer face of the rampart, as well as two large
flagstones laid across the ditch, presumably to act as wheel-barrow access during the excavations.
Barry also installed a short flight of steps allowing access to the site via the rampart entrance; these
were dug into the modern ploughsoil [5012].
Late features: possible Early Historic burials
2.39 In the N area of the trench, removal of [5001] revealed the presence of a series of orthostats
protruding from the rampart surface, collectively referred to as [5007]. These orthostats were
surrounded to the N by an orange-brown sandy silt [5008], which contained lenses of orange-black
peat-ash like material. Several pottery sherds were recovered from [5008] (SF 504, SF 530, SF 532).
Upon excavation of the deposits surrounding the orthostats, it became clear that these comprised
several individual stone settings, cut into the rubble of the rampart, backfilled and capped with
flagstones. The first of these settings to be excavated most clearly illustrated the stratigraphic
relationship with the rampart. Setting [5019] comprised seven edge-set orthostats, forming a cist-like
box c.1.8m E-W by 0.8m N-S. the E and W orthostats had partly collapsed into the cist (Plate 3); the S
orthostats were set more securely, and had a second 'course' formed by a further casing of
orthostats (see Figure 4; Plate 4). The W end of the cist had partly used the wall face of the phase 1
rampart, in a similar fashion to cist setting [5068] (see below). The cist was filled with a dark orangebrown, loose sandy silt, containing several sherds of pottery, including a base sherd (SF 511, SF 515,
SF 516) and a worked tooth or tusk (SF 510). The floor of the cist was formed from the rubble
retained by the phase 2 rampart [5051], and made use of its facing stones [5043] (see below),
thereby demonstrating its position as later in the sequence of activity than the phase 2 rampart.
2.40 The smallest of the cist settings was [5026], located close to the W outer face of the rampart, and
partly disturbing its outer facing stones. The cut for [5026] may have been as large as 1.8m in length
and was c.0.8m in width, oriented N/S, although only the E and W orthostats of the setting remained
(see Plate 5). The setting was capped by flag stones [5010] and contained a dark-brown silty sand fill,
containing regular small bone fragments and several larger fragments, including teeth, a small
fragment of a crucible (SF 527) and a strip of copper alloy (SF 525). The base of the cist was irregular,
formed by the rubble of the back of the W rampart wall face [5002] and the rubble fill behind.
2.41 A third cist setting [5022] was located near the centre of the rampart, associated with flagstone
capping [5010], but on excavation this feature was very shallow, and did not extend deeper than
c.0.1m into the rampart core, and was filled with an orange-brown silt [5032], probably representing
backfilled material dug from wall core [5011]. Plough scoring on the orthostats may indicate that this
setting may have been disturbed by later agriculture.
2.42 The deepest of the stone settings was [5068], visible as a large orthostat protruding from the
rampart on removal of the topsoil. On excavation, this setting was found to be a square box, cut into
the rubble of both the phase 1 and phase 2 ramparts, and using the E wall face of the phase 1
rampart as the W side. The N side of the box comprised a large slab set approximately E-W,
measuring 1.7m in length and 0.75m deep (see Figure 5; Plate 6). The W, E and S faces were formed
of smaller slabs forming a square box measuring 0.8m by 0.8m internally; the slab on the W side had
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been placed against the wall face of the phase 1 rampart [5046]. The lower section of the box
comprised a further four slabs, c.0.5m wide, 0.55m deep and c.0.07m in thickness forming a lower
box with smaller internal dimensions of c.0.5m by 0.5m. The base of the lower box comprised two
flagstone slabs fitted into the space formed by the lower slabs. The upper fill of [5068] was a coarse,
brashy rubble [5070], probably derived from the backfilled core of the phase 2 rampart [5051], while
beneath the flag flooring was a yellow-grey clay [5073], probably redeposited natural. No finds were
recovered from either fill. The cut for stone setting [5068], [6063], was visible in the top of the
rampart, forming an oval pit c.2.2m by 1.2m and oriented roughly E-W (Plate 7). Where it extended
beyond the cist to the W, the pit was filled by a loose dark brown silt [5069], from which a small
stone pendant (SF 545) was recovered.
2.43 In addition to the stone lined cists, a further pit had been dug into the rampart. The cut for this pit
[5053] was sub-rectangular in plan, with near-vertical sides and a sloping base. It was filled with a
loose, mid-grey silty brash material with occasional charcoal flecks [5054], but did not contain any
artefacts other than small bone fragments (Figure 4; Plate 8).
The rampart- phase 1
2.44 As suspected prior to excavation the rampart was confirmed as a multi-phase construction. The
primary, phase 1 rampart was a wall averaging 2.7m in thickness, composed of two wall faces filled
with a rubble core. The outer, W wall face [5002] was constructed of flagstones averaging 0.5m in
length and 0.10m in thickness. In slot A (Figure 3), the basal courses of wall face [5002] were
exposed. These had been laid onto bedrock and had slumped outwards during the collapse of the
rampart, so that when excavated the [5002] lay at c.45 degrees from vertical (see Figure 8 and Plate
9). The outer face [5002] was also disturbed by an area of collapse directly beneath one of Barry's
wheel barrow runs [5028], which had been rebuilt to an inferior standard. This disturbance
prevented a confident identification of the break in the wall face of the phase 1 rampart for the
construction of the phase 2 remodelling (described below).
2.45 The core of the phase 1 rampart was a densely compacted brown-orange silt [5011], probably
comprising for the most part redeposited till, and containing a large percentage of rubble averaging
around 0.1m in diameter. The inner, E face of the wall [5046] was of similar construction to the outer
face, composed of blocks averaging 0.5m across, and stood to a maximum height of1.7m in c.10
courses. This original wall face was for the most part only visible in plan, having been encased by the
rubble and re-skin revetment of the phase 2 rampart, aside from in cists [5019] and [5068] where it
had been used as the W face of the box. The southern end of the rampart had been destroyed by the
remodelling for the construction of the phase 2 cell, and was visible in section after excavation (see
Plate 9, and Figure 7).
The rampart- phase 2
2.46 The southern end of the phase 1 rampart in trench 7, around the entrance passage, was completely
remodelled by a later phase of building. At this stage, a second wall face was added to the inside of
the rampart [5043], revetting loose brashy rubble [5051]. This outer face was well built, and still
stands to 1.1m in around 16 courses of blocks averaging 0.5m in length. The wall face is battered
visibly, although it is possible that this has been accentuated by the outward slumping of the rampart
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observed in the outer face of [5002]. A short flight of six steps, well keyed into wall face [5043] had
also been added to the phase 2 rampart, providing access into the cell within the body of the
rampart.
2.47 The cell had been cut into the remnants of the phase 1 rampart, revetting the phase 1 core [5011]
with horizontal coursing, similar in character to the secondary wall face [5043]. Although partly
ruinous on its S side, the cell comprised a pentagonal chamber measuring 1.8m across and was
formed of a curving wall, making use at its S end of earlier orthostats (see below). The cell must have
been accessed from above on the E side, via the steps [5006], as there was no evidence of an
entrance in the block of walling [5004] that formed the E side. Internally, the cell was filled with an
orange brown silt with lenses of greasy black silt [5035], overlying flagstone flooring. The uppermost
level of flooring, [5036], comprised flagstones up to 1m across and 0.1m thick (Plate 11), fitted within
walling [5037] and placed directly onto a red-brown sandy silt deposit containing burnt bone and
charcoal [5044]. Samples from [5044] produced a radiocarbon date ranging between AD88 and
AD314 (95.4% probability).
2.48 This deposit in turn overlay a lower level of smaller stones [5045], which in turn overlay a level of
more uneven flags, comprised of smaller slabs averaging c.0.25m across [5061] (see Plate 10).
Contained within this level of rough paving was a saddle quern (SF 553), which was partially coursed
over by the cell walling [5037] (Plate 13). This lower paving may have in fact been a levelling deposit,
designed with [5045] to provide the foundation for the final flag flooring of the cell [5036].
2.49 [5061] overlay a very compact orange-brown silt [5072], c. 0.1m in depth which in turn lay directly on
the natural, a yellow-orange till. Samples from [5072] produced a radiocarbon date of between
1386BC and 1132BC (95.4% probability).
2.50 Within the cell and parallel to walling [5004], a second block of walling, [5047] ran N/S, respecting
the cell walling [5037] to the N. This walling must have been cut into the basal brown silt [5072],
however, since it respected walling [5037] which in turn overlay [5072]. A deposit of peat ash and
animal bone fragments, [5050], was also disturbed by the insertion of walling [5047]; it is possible
that this deposit equates to a similar ashy layer, [5025], encountered inside the rampart, and
therefore may relate to an earlier phase of construction (see below). An upper block of masonry,
[5049], was added to the NW corner of the cell, possibly as a step to allow access from above. Like
much of the S half of the cell, however, this step was badly disturbed.
2.51 The relationship of walling [5004] to the cell and the surrounding structures is key to placing the
phase 2 rampart into the site sequence. [5004] appeared to continue the line of the phase 2 inner
wall face [5043] on its E face, but respected the cell wall [5037] on its W face (see Figure 6; Plate 12),
and as such must have been completed at the same time or later, tying the construction of the cell
[5037] to the phase 2 re-skin wall [5043]. The return of [5004] at its S end forms a second, inner door
jamb in the entrance passage with walling [5003], the outer wall face on the N side of the entrance
passage. It is debatable whether [5003] could conceivably equate to [5002], the original outer wall
face of the phase 1 rampart- the critical relationship has been destroyed by the collapse and rebuild
at [5028]- but the absence of any discernible break with, and the general similarity in character to
the masonry of [5004] would suggest that [5003] belongs with the phase 2 modification of the
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rampart. This impression is heightened by the large flag stones below [5003] which are on a different
alignment, and seem more likely to relate to the phase 1 rampart entrance (see below).
Early features
2.52 As noted above, the cell walling [5037] was constructed on the remains of an earlier structure. This
structure seems likely to predate even the phase 1 rampart, since one of its orthostats (collectively
referred to as [5074]) was incorporated into the phase 1 rampart wall face [5046]. Another of these
orthostats would have been overlain by the continuation of the phase 1 rampart had this not been
removed by the construction of the cell. The fact that all of these early orthostats were broken down
to stumps suggests that they were destroyed in the construction of the first phase rampart (Plate
14). Too little of this structure was visible in the excavated area to elucidate its form, and it was not
clear whether a curvilinear cut feature, [5075], observed beneath the ploughsoil deposits onto which
the rampart was constructed, was associated with it. The date of this early structure remains
unknown.
2.53 Scored into the natural glacial till, beneath ploughsoil [5072] were ard marks, visible up to 0.5m in
length in the natural, 0.03m wide and 0.02m deep (Figure 6; Plate 14). The ard marks were oriented
WNW/ESE, broadly parallel with those observed to the W of the broch wall [5067].
The entrance passage and additional structures
2.54 The northern half of the entrance passage was also excavated. Removal of the turf and topsoil
immediately revealed flagstone paving, incorporating very large slabs up to 1.0m across [5057],
separated by orthostatic divisions [5056]. These large flooring slabs ran under the rampart to the N,
lying directly beneath the lowest course of the wall. This course [5079], composed of large blocks up
to 1.2m across, was not aligned with [5003], projecting into the entrance passage at the E side and
implying that this earliest course belonged to a phase of construction prior to the remodelled phase
2 rampart. It is possible that [5079] represents the remains of the entrance through the phase 1
rampart.
2.55 Beneath the inner wall of the rampart [5004], features most likely related to the earlier phases of
activity on the site were encountered. A drain slot [5058], 0.25m wide and running N/S, lined with
edge-set slabs[5059] and [5060] (see plate 13). This drain was overlain by the first course of phase 2
rampart walling [5004] and also by the entrance paving [5057], so that this feature seems likely to
belong to the phase 1 rampart at the latest. The drain was filled by a dark, humic soil [5066]
containing bone and shell material, as well as larger stones [5065], possibly displaced chocking
stones for the slab lining.
2.56 Innermost in the rampart passage was a short section of curvilinear wall footing [5031], one course
high and composed of small sub-angular blocks, curving to the N, away from the rampart entrance.
Again, this feature must relate to an early phase of activity, certainly predating the phase 2 rampart.
Overlying [5031] was a layer of peat ash [5024], which had been cut by the orthostatic setting [5005]
to the E of the rampart. These orthostats, coursed over by horizontal walling were also cut through
brashy deposits [5001] and [5021] (cut [5040], and their purpose seems to have been to revet this
rubbly material for an access passage around the broch to the N (see Figure 7; Plate 15 and 16). This
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interpretation places these orthostats late in the sequence, post-dating the phase 2 rampart. The
doorway formed between the orthostats in this area, complete with pivot stone (see Plate 17), must
similarly belong to this late phase. The deposits surrounding these features [5016] were somewhat
disturbed by Tress Barry's excavations, but several sherds of pottery (e.g. SF 513) were recovered
from this area.
Deposits outside the rampart
2.57 A slot was excavated against the outer wall face of the rampart, close to one of Tress Barry's wheel
barrow runs, aiming to record the collapse deposits outside the rampart. Beneath a considerable
accumulation of ploughsoil [5012], up to 0.45m in depth, were interspersed layers of rubble [5014]
(see Plate 18) and dark brown organic sandy silts [5015] containing very brashy shattered stone,
similar in character to [5001]. These deposits overlay two layers of rubble, [5078] and [5080]
comprising stones up to 0.25m in diameter and all angled at c.45 degrees downwards from the
rampart. These rubble dumps were separated by a very brashy deposit in a grey-brown silty matrix,
containing bone and shell [5030], and overlay a similar deposit [5033], which also contained bone
and shell material, as well as patches of grey clayey material. Samples from [5033] produced a
radiocarbon date of between AD409 and AD541 (95.4% probability).
2.58 These collapse deposits overlay the basal courses of wall face [5002], which were encountered
around 0.5m below the bottom of Barry's wall chasing trench. The basal course had been placed
directly onto a sheer face of bedrock, possibly enhanced by quarrying. The lowest courses of the
rampart were angled outwards at c.45 degrees, clearly indicating that substantial slumping and
movement of the rampart had occurred after abandonment (see Figure 8). The depth of the rock
cutting could not be determined due to safety concerns. A second slot was excavated over the
rampart to the south (OB5S). Context [5501] was a 2m deep deposit of rubble and quarried stone,
presumably derived from the fallen rampart. The SW-facing face of the rampart had been built on
top of quarried bedrock, which formed a steep-sided rock-cut ditch outside the rampart. Excavation
was ceased at this level (see Figure 9, Plates 35-37).

Outbuilding 2

2.59 Outbuilding 2 (Plate 21 & Figure 10) is located to the NE of the promontory and close to the original
Mervyn Tower. Prior to excavation it was indicated only by a series of circular scoops in the turf and
short lengths of wall face. The structure has been badly disturbed by the construction of Barry’s
monument, and the southern half of the building runs underneath the monument.
OB 2 West
2.60 OB2 is situated directly to the north and partly underneath the original location of Mervyn Tower.

The structure
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2.61 OB 2 consisted of two areas of walling [2001] and [2013]. Both walls consisted of dry-stone
horizontal coursing with elements of vertical slabbing. The western edge of the building consisted of
an orthostatic cell [2007]; a large orthostat [2008] acted as a threshold stone between the main
interior and this subsidiary cell (Plate 22).
The interior
Post-Barry
2.62 Overlying OB2 were two discrete areas of rubble [2002] & [2003]. [2002] lay over the southern edge
of the trench within OB2 interior and abutting Mervyn Tower. [2003] lay to the northern edge of the
trench, outside OB2 (Plate 23). Directly under [2002] was a very friable sandy, shelly deposit, [2016].
This is thought to be associated with the construction of Mervyn tower.
Later phases
2.63 In the eastern area of OB2(W), directly under turf and topsoil [2000] was a series of slabs, angled
downwards and interpreted as collapsed walling [2005]. This area was confined by [2004]; (see
below) and walling [2013]. This area of stones lay directly over a grey, brown sandy soil with patches
of peat ash and bone [2011]. Samples from [2011] produced a radiocarbon date of between AD60 to
AD220 (95.4% probability). Directly under [2011] was another area of slabs [2025] which, again, had
been heat-affected. This lay directly on top of a dark-brown deposit with evidence of burning [2024].
Earlier phases
2.64 In the interior of the building was a stone lined slot [2004], running NE/SW to the entrance to OB2,
interpreted as a drain (Plate 24). This was associated with a badly disturbed hearth [2019] (Plate 25)
which was surrounded by an arc of end-set beach pebbles. Within the hearth and the arc of beach
pebbles was a dark-grey brown clayey silt with peat ash inclusions [2020]. Outside the hearth, and
forming the floor layer of OB2 was a mid-orangey, brown clayey silt, [2021], on top of which was a
discrete area of stone, [2017]. [2021] lay to the west of the building, separated by the drain [2004].
To the east of the drain and abutting the wall [2013] was another mid orange-brown silt, [2030]. This
deposit was interpreted as contemporary with floor layer [2021]. [2021] abutted the OB2 northern
wall [2001]. [2023], a similar clayey silt abutting [2021] is assumed to be part of this phase. Samples
from [2030] produced a radiocarbon date of between 165BC to AD24 (95.4% probability).
2.65 In the lowest levels of OB2 West, the excavation encountered a paved area bonded by a pale-grey
brown silt, [2031]. The paving ran under the northern wall of OB2, but it was not clear whether this
represented the first paving in the structure, laid down at the time of construction of [2001], or the
remains of an earlier structure or surface: the former seems more likely.
Other structures and deposits
2.66 An orthostatic feature ([2008]=[2007]), forming a cell at the W end of OB2 west could not easily be
placed into the sequence of construction. It appeared to disturb walling [2001] and may be related to
the construction of a later structure to the W, the majority of which was not encountered within the
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trench. The cell was filled by an orangey/brown silty layer, [2015], beneath which was a similar
deposit, [2029].
OB2 East

The structure
2.67 To the north of OB4 (see below) and to the east of OB2 was a large circular depression that, prior to
excavation, appeared to be the inside of a building, although no clear wall face was visible (see Figure
10). The building shares a common wall with OB4 [4001]: [2009] forms the ruinous wall core of OB2
east. [2009] sat directly under the wall of OB2 west [2013], and was filled by [2022]. No other wall
face was found during the excavation of this building. On the east of the trench two contexts, [2010]
and [2012], were excavated in the hope that wall faces and/or core would be recovered. None were
found. It is assumed that the ‘hollow’ that appears to be the inside of a building was created during
Barry’s activity and that the original wall faces have either been removed or lie under untouched
deposits.
2.68 In the interior hollow was an area of Caithness flagstone paving, [2006] (Plate 26). This appears to be
the level at which Barry's excavations generally stopped. On the west of the interior were two
discrete deposits: a compacted light brown silt, [2018], lay directly over [2006]. On top of [2018] was
a dark brown-orange sandy silt, [2014]. Both of these contexts abutted the wall core, [2009].
2.69 Directly under [2006], and presumably untouched by Barry, was a brown silt, [2026], that filled a vshaped channel, perhaps a drain, cut into the natural till. A series of flagstone fragments [2027] were
also found within the feature which, from their angle suggest slumping into a feature, and may have
lined the drain. The stone fragments were associated with a clayey grey compacted soil [2028].
Samples from under the paving [2027] produced a radiocarbon date of between AD73 to AD227
(95.4% probability).

Outbuilding 4

2.70 Prior to excavation, outbuilding 4, located close to the eastern end of the promontory, appeared as a
roundhouse with two annex cells, at the NE and SW corners (Figure 10; Plate 27). A linear entrance
feature formed a right-angled passage. A further possible annex cell, [4500], seems likely to be a later
intrusion into the walling of OB4, possibly relating to the construction of OB2.
2.71 The entire trench was covered in turf and topsoil [4000] from which a variety of objects were
recovered. This is essentially the turf that has grown since Barry left the site open and, as on other
Barry sites, contained a mixture of Iron Age, 19th century and modern material.

The structure
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2.72 Prior to excavation it was clear that OB4 consisted of a circular central space with two subsidiary cells
to the north (cell 1) and the south (cell 2). All shared a common wall, [4001]. A compact orangebrown silt, [4019], forming wall core on the northern wall between [4001] and [2009], was
excavated. In the southern area a small sondage recovered a rubble wall core consisting of a brashy,
dark-brown black sandy silt with a high percentage of broken stone, [4016]. This wall fill was retained
by a ruinous outer wall face, [4020], which had badly slumped. Samples from a bone handle in the
wall [4001] produced a radiocarbon date of between AD25 and AD212 (95.4% probability).
The northern cell
2.73 After removal of [4000] it became apparent that the northern cell (Cell 1, Plate 28) contained a
flagstone floor [4010] associated with a brown, silty soil [4026]. This was associated with an
orthostatic threshold feature made up of two upright Caithness flagstones [4009]. Both [4010] and
[4026] lay over [4041], a natural till deposit.
Southern cell
2.74 The southern cell (Plate 29) also consisted of a flagstone floor, [4011], with associated dark brown
silty, brashy soil [4025]; this too was associated with a threshold feature, [4012]. Directly under
paving [4011] was a brown, compact, sticky, silty, clayey soil with inclusions of shell [4038]. This
formed pedestals directly under the paving and indeed mirrored the general shape of the paving and
form. Directly under [4038] were discrete patches of soil: in the south-east corner was another
brown, silty soil containing iron concretions, [4042], and under this was [4047], a smaller patch of
similar material.
2.75 Directly under [4011], [4047] and [4038] was [4037], another layer of Caithness flagstone and an
associated brown, silty soil, [4039]. This soil ran under the wall [4001] and is likely to be the soil onto
which the building was built. Samples from [4039] produced a radiocarbon date of between 1412
and 1264BC (95.4% probability).
The central space
2.76 After removal of turf and topsoil [4000] and [4033] in the central area, a series of soils and structural
features were uncovered. These features comprised several phases of activity within the building
however: three phases of activity are interpreted below.
OB 4, Phase 1

2.77 A series of similar soil deposits and structural features constitute a coherent occupation layer (Figure
10 & Plate 30).
2.78 Two areas of paving were recovered, [4036] and [4003]. One of the flagstones within [4036] was
patterned with natural markings (Plate 31), and may have been selected specifically for this reason.
Such patterning can be found occurring naturally in flagstones on the Nybster foreshore, and this
seems likely to be the source of this slab. A second area of paving, [4403],consisted of disparate slabs
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in the eastern part of the building. These two areas of paving were associated with a series of brown
soils – interpreted as floor layers - and stone features.
2.79 Paving [4036] was associated with a brown soil, [4023]. [4023] in turn abutted an orthostatic threesided hearth, (hearth 1) [4004], uncovered in the SE corner of the interior. The hearth was made up
of a series of large slabs of up to 0.5m across, placed in two layers, suggesting replacement or
reinforcement during the history of the hearth's use. On the eastern side of the building another
brown, silty layer, [4021], abutted the hearth [4004]. This ‘floor’ layer [4021] also abutted three
edge-set slabs which formed a rectangular stone setting [4007]. This feature was abutted on the
western edge by another brown soil layer, [4022], which in turn abutted [4036].
2.80 In summary, it appeared that a floor level ([4021], [4022] and [4023]) was associated with two areas
of paving, [4003] & [4036]. In turn, these floor levels appear to be associated with at least two
features: a possible hearth, [4004], and an angular edge-set stone feature, [4007]. Samples from
[4023] produced a radiocarbon date of between AD73 and AD227 (95.4% probability).
Hearth 1 (Plate 32)
2.81 The putative hearth feature [4004] was filled with a series of deposits. The uppermost was a turfy,
rooty soil, [4032]; although assigned a different number it is likely to equal [4000] and comprise a
turf layer that developed following Barry's excavations.
2.82 In the eastern side of the feature, [4032] overlay a discrete layer of fractured, angular stones [4049]
which were associated with a brown, silty clay, [4050]. This rubble also lay on top of part of fill
[4007]. A similar rubble pile [4048] is likely to be the same as [4044]. These layers are assumed to
represent an abandonment episode and represent scree and brash. [4049] and [4050] lay directly on
top of the floor level [4021].
Edge-set feature [4007]
2.83 Located to the N of the OB4 central space, [4007] comprised a rectangular setting containing flag
‘flooring’ [4008] (Plate 33). On top of this flag flooring, at the S end, was a small deposit of sticky grey
compact silty clay [4052]. [4052] lay under the fractured stones and clay [4049]/[4050]. Under the
flagstones was a dark, silty soil with stone inclusions [4053]. [4007] had initially been interpreted as
a stone tank similar to those found in other structures at Nybster; however, the feature was shallow,
and seems more likely to have been a hearth or prepared surface for some specific activity.
Edge-set feature [4013]
2.84 In the south-west area of the building, in front of the southern annex cell, was a series of orthostats,
[4013], which, together with the inner wall face of the building, formed a triangular niche (Plate 34).
This was filled with an orange, clay-like sticky soil, [4024], and abutted by soil layer [4023]. The
purpose of this feature was unclear.
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OB4, Phase 2 (Figure 11)

Hearth 2
2.85 On the western side of the trench, [4049] and [4050] also abutted an edge-set stone [4005].
Associated with [4005], and on top of [4049] and [4050], were two different layers of slabs and soil
which were interpreted as hearths. Directly over [4049] and [4050] was a very compacted, bright-red
orange sandy layer [4045]. Directly on top of this lay badly corroded and cracked Caithness flagstone
showing evidence of burning [4043]. This deposit in turn lay over a layer of brown-black silt with
small patches of burning [4040].
2.86 These three contexts are interpreted as being associated with hearth 2: the furniture [4043], the
residual burning [4043] and the heat-affected soil [4045].
Hearth 3
2.87 Directly on top of [4043] were two flagstones, [4006], which also aligned with [4005]; this too was
interpreted as a hearth, probably a direct refurbishment of, or replacement for hearth 2.
Associated floor level and paving
2.88 On the western side of the building was a brown, silty soil, [4044]=[4034]. This abutted the stone
setting [4005]. [4044] overlay, in places, [4022] and [4023]. [4044] was interpreted as a floor layer
associated with the use of the hearths 2 and/or 3. [4044] was also associated with an orthostatic
setting [4030] and paving [4035]. This paving directly overlay the phase 1 paving [4036]. Beneath
paving [4035] was a rooty, brown soil, [4046], which formed pedestals below paving [4035]. Although
there was no direct stratigraphic link, due to stone setting [4030], it is likely that another brown, silty
soil [4031] equals [4044]; [4031] also abutted paving [4035]. Samples from [4044] produced a
radiocarbon date of between AD1 and AD130 (95.4% probability).
OB4, Phase 3
2.89 In the north-west corner of the building, and cut into the primary walling [4001], was an
arrangement of five orthostats forming a semi-circular compartment, [4500]. This was paved with
flagstones [4015]. Directly on top of [4044]/[4031] and parts of [4022] was a mound of rubble with a
dark-brown sandy silt matrix, [4017]. This is interpreted as the rubble collapse from [4014]/[4015].
[4017] abutted a line of four flagstones, (4029), interpreted as an area of walling, built with or after
[4014]. This overlay phase 2 soils [4031] and [4028].
OB 4 annex
2.90 Excavations in the south area of OB4 uncovered a right-angled length of walling which formed an
annex passage 8m in length (Plate 35). The construction is very similar to the walls of OB4 [4001],
and the annex must surely be seen as contemporary with the original construction. An entrance,
0.5m wide, is present, lined by two opposed orthostats giving access to the annex from the south.
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The walling of the annex abuts [4001] at the entrance to OB4. Paving [4018] within the annex
passage was also uncovered.
Outbuilding 11

2.91 OB11 is situated immediately to the north of the entrance of the Atlantic roundhouse, forming a
somewhat awkwardly shaped cellular structure aligned approximately NE/SW.
The structure
2.92 The building structure is similar to OB4 – a circular central area with annex cells project from the
main internal area of the building, delimited at their thresholds by orthostats. A stone tank, a
possible three-sided hearth and a probable radial orthostat division are the principal visible internal
features.
The southern wall
2.93 The southern re-skin wall has largely collapsed away from the Atlantic roundhouse wall, probably
since the time of Barry’s excavations, to reveal the original Atlantic roundhouse wall. The internal
area of OB11 incorporates a c.6m length of the exterior of the Atlantic roundhouse wall,
necessitating the secondary re-skinning wall to compensate for the convex curvature and forming
what is depicted by Nicholson as a curving S wall for OB11. Little remains of this re-skin wall and it is
probable that it was badly damaged during the construction of the original Mervyn Tower. It may
also have provided much of the masonry in the tower’s construction.
The interior
2.94 Two trenches (4 and 5) were opened up in the interior of the building.

OB11, Trench 4

Post-Barry and interface deposits
2.95 Immediately beneath the turf layer [11100] was the Ah horizon – a dark brown silty sand with 80%
brash and notable root inclusions [11101]. In the west of the trench and under the brash layer
[11101] was a very thin layer of mid brown sandy silt with 2% charcoal and peat ash and some burnt
clay and notable brash inclusions [11109]. Under [11109] was a light brown silt layer with inclusions
of burnt clay, charcoal and approximately 20% brash [11110]. It contained an iron nail. These
contexts are similar to the general brash contexts found across the site, representing an interface
between the archaeology that Barry stopped at, and subsequent deposition. A section of concrete
was noted during de-turfing, presumably from the building, or more likely, the reconsolidation of
Mervyn Tower. Similar material was also recovered from OB2 (see above). In the south-west corner
of the trench a cluster of stones (0.58m x 0.36m x 0.10m) [11106] is likely to be the original re-skin
wall (see above) which has collapsed since Barry’s excavations. Indeed, a photograph taken during
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Barry’s excavations clearly show this southern re-skin surviving to a greater height; it is likely that the
collapsed stone has been robbed and/or built into Mervyn Tower.
Internal furnishings
The hearth
2.96 Four orthostats, [11102], [11103], [11104] and [11105], close to the building’s entrance were
interpreted as a hearth [11005]. It measures 0.55m by 0.7m internally, and is aligned roughly NW/SE.
The eastern orthostat, [11102], (0.65m x 0.25m x 0.04m) was cracked in two approximately halfway
across. [11103] was the northern orthostat (0.40m x 0.20m x 0.03m) and was fairly degraded.
[11104] was the southern orthostat (0.35m x 0.38m x 0.10m). [11105] was the western orthostat
(0.40m x 0.08m x 0.05m). These four orthostats were filled by an upper fill, [11108], a brown, sandy
silt with 80% brash. This context is very similar to the general brash contexts found across the site,
representing an interface between the archaeology that Barry stopped at, and then left the site.
Removal of this brashy context revealed [11119], a reddish brown silty sand with peat ash and
charcoal inclusions and pieces of burnt clay. This either represents untouched hearth fill, or the burnt
base or sub-soil structure of the hearth.
Deposits around the hearth
2.97 A series of deposits were encountered around the hearth. The area to the west was heavily
truncated. Beneath [11110] – the putative interface layer - was context [11116], a very dark brown
silty clay with 20% stones and charcoal, peat ash and burnt clay. Within context [11116] were two
features, [11113] and [11118]. [11113] was a cut with 45-degree angled sides and an irregular base.
It was filled by [11117], a cluster of stones varying between 0.06m and 0.10m in length. Within
[11117] was [11120], another smaller cluster of stones with four making an almost rectangular
formation, probably a post-setting. Also within [11116] was a shallow depression. [11118]. with
concave sides and an irregular base 0.62m in diameter and 0.13m in depth. It appeared to be part of
a larger feature which ran into the north-west corner of the trench. It was filled by [11115], a light
brown silty clay with 50% stones, and deposits of peat ash and charcoal. It abutted the hearth
orthostat [11105]. A photograph taken during Barry’s excavations shows a large pit to the west of the
hearth and full of water.
2.98 To the south of the hearth were stone features [11111] and [11112], lying between [11106]
(structure collapse) and [11104] (hearth). [11111] comprised three stones lying horizontally with 1
slightly overlapping the other. Approximately 0.30m x 1.30m x 0.07m; 0.25m x 1.20m x 0.05m).
Another stone [11112] was lying in almost horizontal position to the west of [11111] (0.22m x 0.16m
x 0.10m). Under and sealed by [11111], [11112] and [11116] lay context [11114], a spread of dark
brown soil with inclusions of peat ash, charcoal and burnt clay. [11114] abutts the hearth orthostat
[11104].
2.99 To the west was [11107] an area of various stones ranging in size (largest - 0.70m x 0.48m). Most laid
completely horizontally; some areas of earth between stones. [11107] may be collapse from the
structure or possibly an area of irregular paving. Removal of [11107] revealed a light brown silty clay
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with peat ash [11121] which abutted hearth [11104] and [11102]. Parts of [11121] also underlay
[11114].

Summary
2.100 All of the contexts in trench 4 were shallow and truncated. On the whole, this trench was fairly sterile
with very few pieces of pottery, and precious few other artefacts found. Many soil contexts relate to
Barry or post-Barry developments.
2.101 However, there are a few contexts which may either have been untouched by Barry or he left open
after excavation. Three contexts are of note. [11119] may either be the remnants of the use of a
hearth or heat-affected soil associated with the use of the hearth. Associated with the hearth are
[11114] and [11121] which may be floor deposits related to use of the building and the hearth.
OB4, Trench 5

2.102 Beneath the turf, [11100], lay [11101], the Ah horizon covering the entire trench. It was dark brown,
grey silty sand with 80% brash and notable root inclusions.
Post-Barry and/or interface levels
2.103 Removal of [11101] uncovered [11131] and [11132]. [11132] was a spread of regular and irregular
shattered stones set within a dark brown sandy silt with high root and grass inclusions [11131]. This
lay to the east of the trench. Like many other areas of the site this brash layer contained Iron Age
objects within the matrix, including a grinder reused as a pivot stone.
The tank, fills and associated soils
2.104 The denuded remains of a four-sided tank [11134] (noted as [11004] in 2004) were uncovered
beneath [11100] and [11101]. It was constructed of large, slim orthostats. It is clear that the tank had
been partly excavated by Barry, and had subsequently collapsed in on itself post-Barry.
2.105 The tank had 6 fills. The uppermost fill was a collapse series of stones and associated dark brown
sandy silt with 30% stones inclusion [11133]. Removal of these contexts revealed four other fills.
[11136] was a dark brown silty clay with 90% stone inclusions. [11139] was a silty clay with peat ash
that has collected in the corners of the tank. Context [11140] was a dark brown crumbly soil that has
a high charcoal and shell inclusion The lowest fill, [11141], was a yellow brown clay layer with very
few stone inclusions, less than 10%.
2.106 Associated with the tank was an orange, brown silty clay with 10% charcoal and 50-60% peat ash
[11135] which lay under [11131] and [11132].

Foundation or ?Pre OB11 deposits
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2.107 A layer of irregular shaped sized rocks, possibly a wall or collapse,[11137] and an associated dark
brown silty clay [11138] underlay one of the main walls of outbuilding 11 (11001).
Outbuilding 6

2.108 The building is 6m in diameter, located at the north of the site, very close to the north cliff face. The
interior wall face of the structure is visible as a result of wall-chasing by Tress-Barry, defining a
circular interior space averaging 5.2m in diameter. The rubble core of the building’s collapse,
however, has been left in situ by the antiquarian excavation, so that the building appears now as a
curvilinear trench, with a single annex cell at the E side of the building. This annex cell is an elongated
oval shape measuring 1.80m by 0.94m internally. Prior to the excavation, the only visible feature
within OB6 was a single stone tank, located close to the roundhouse wall on the W interior. The tank
is aligned broadly N/S and is defined by 4 visible slabs. The entrance to the roundhouse is in the SW
quadrant, and is visible in the form of a single door jamb orthostat. A narrow entrance passage leads
to OB6 between the exterior walls of OB11 and OB10.
2.109 Excavation shows that OB6 and OB11 share a common wall. It is probable that OB6 also shares a
common wall with OB7.
2.110 Trench 5 was extended across the wall [11001] into the interior [6100] and on to the turf covered
mound [6006].
Post-Barry
2.111 Under turf layer [60000] was another Ah horizon [60009], a dark grey brown silty sand. As noted, the
interior of the roundhouse has a conspicuous trench delineated by the interior wall and the mound
[6006]. Within the trench are two piles of stones, [60012] and [60013], both post-Barry. The main
interior of the building is defined by a mass of tumbled stones, 60% shattered stones, mixed within a
dark grey brown silt and sand [60010] = [6006]. Barry’s wall-chasing trench around the interior wall
of the building has created the mound [60010] creating a doughnut in the interior. The gap between
the wall and the mound is bridged by a slumped barrow run indicating that the mound [60010] was
untouched by Barry and is infill and collapse from the Iron Age building which Barry subsequently cut
through during his excavations.
Occupation layers
2.112 Directly under [60010] was a reddish brown silty sand with 60% shattered stone [60011]. Under
[60011] was an area of several flat slabs [60014] which were scattered intermittently across the
trench, perhaps the remnants of paving or structural collapse. Within the stones and in areas where
no stones were located was [60016] a reddish brown clayey sandy silt with peat ash and charcoal
intermingled with smaller, angular stones. The context had discrete localised areas of charcoal and
lighter peat ashy areas. In the area of Barry’s wall chasing, and at the depth Barry apparently stopped
his excavations, was [60015] a grey-brown reddish clay/silt/sand with 50% small stone inclusions and
very occasional charcoal. Although the gravelly nature of the deposit made it distinct from [60016] it
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is believed that they were broadly contemporary, the gravelly distinction due to [60015] being open
to the elements post-Barry. Both [60015] and [60016] produced a variety of finds including a spiral
finger ring, pottery and bone. [60020] was a fallen stone slab within the trench, leaning at c.40
degrees against 11001. It was partly sealed and overlain by 60015.
2.113 Below [60014], [60015] and [60016] was another mixed charcoal peat ash layer [60017] suggestive of
occupation and hearth deposits. Within this context were a collection of stones 0.15m max length
overlying and abutting each other [60018]. [60017] survived to a depth of some 0.10m and contained
marked colour variations, particularly in the north-west corner. In this corner a stony layer with some
peat ash – more a stone or floor layer – than a soil layer was encountered [60019]. Beneath stone
[60020] was [60021], a mixed silty ashy layer containing bone and large amounts of pottery and
limpet. Although assigned a different context is it essentially an occupation dump deposit within
[60017]. At the end of the excavation a slot trench was excavated to attempt to ascertain the
remaining depth of deposits. Under [60017] was [60022] a yellowish grey clayey layer with black and
brown spots/inclusions, assumed to be natural.
The sub-rectangular building: Outbuilding 3

2.114 Outbuilding 3 is a sub-rectangular building with a central wall dividing the area in two. It shares a
joined wall with OB8, the badly disturbed cellular roundhouse to the east of the Atlantic roundhouse.
As such, they must have been designed and built together and done so very carefully, since the north
wall of OB3 also formed a corbelled cell in the south-west corner of OB3. Nicholson’s plan depicts the
two buildings as conjoined, but confusingly with no access from outside; the two buildings can now
be seen to be connected by a doorway in the south-east of OB8, the door of which swung outwards
from the roundhouse. Unfortunately, OB8 has been badly disturbed by the construction of Barry’s
monument, and the E end of OB3 has also been reduced to a state which prevents detailed
description of the structure.
2.115 Although in plan OB3 looks like a coherent, one designed, building survey and excavation shows that
it is a composite build made up of many walls and features. The current rectilinear appearance is
comprised of at least five separate building techniques: [3306], [3305], [3317], [3316] and [3315],
which appear not to have been built at the same time (see Cavers et al 2004). Similarly the western
half of the rectilinear building is substantially higher than the eastern half, separated by a makeshift
partition wall [3304]. The northern ‘wall’ in the eastern half (which actually runs behind the main
wall [3315] is also made up of a series of arcs, [3308], [3212] and [3313], which suggests again that
the eastern half of the building may in fact be partly made up of an earlier structure prior to the
construction of the rectilinear building.
2.116 This building was only partly excavated over a few days at the end of the excavation; the results
obtained are very preliminary and further work is needed to ascertain and clarify many relationships.
The western half was termed trench 6a; the eastern half 6b.
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OB3, Trench 6a

2.117 Under the turf [3100] was an Ah horizon [3101] a dark brown, grey silty sand with 80% brash and
root inclusions. Below this was [3102] a very compacted stony layer with some shell, animal bone
and pottery. Angles of stones suggest collapse and/or tumble. This is likely to be an interface layer
between where Barry stopped and post-abandonment activity.
2.118 Under 3102 were a number of contexts and features. [3103] comprised large sub rectangular slabs
ranging in size from 0.3m x 0.15m x 0.05m to 0.70m x 0.35m x 0.04m, believed to be wall collapse.
[3105] comprised large angular and sub-angular blocks crudely coursed and slumped, believed to be
slump from a wall.
2.119 Beneath these layers of collapse were [3104] and [3016]. [3104] comprised large rectangular
sandstone slabs ranging in size from 0.60m x 0.40m to 0.40m x 0.30m, believed to be floor paving.
[3106] was a mottled grey, mid-brown silty clay with occasional shell, stone and charcoal flecks,
believed to be occupation deposits associated with paving [3104]. Excavation was stopped at this
level although 3106 was sampled.
OB3, Trench 6b

2.120 Below the turf [3200] was an Ah horizon [3201] which was dark brown silty sand with 30% stone /
brash inclusions. Below this was [3202], a slightly reddy dark brown silty sand with notable brash.
This is likely to be an interface layer between where Barry stopped and post-abandonment activity.
2.121 Removal of 3202 revealed [3203] a dark brown clayey silt with notable shell, charcoal and stone and
pottery. Although the layer was very shallow (c.5mm) it appeared to underlie the southern wall.
2.123 Under [3203] was [3204] a mottled yellow light brown clayey silt with occasional charcoal. This
underlay the southern wall, [3306], demonstrating that this building is a composite structure. In
other words, the remaining archaeology in this trench relates to an unseen building under the
existing rectilinear building. Two features were cut into the level a pit and a ‘drain’. The pit [3205]
was straight sided with a concave base, filled by [3206], a dark brown clayey silt with occasional
pebble inclusions. The ‘drain’, [3207], comprised small to medium slabs edge set and capped by the
same. It was filled by [3208], a dark brown silty clay with bone, shell and occasional charcoal flecks.
The Remaining Outbuildings

2.124 The following outbuildings were not excavated, and the relationships and structural details described
here are based on survey alone.
Outbuilding 7

2.125 Outbuilding 7 is a possible roundhouse of approximately 5m diameter, which has largely been lost to
cliff erosion to the N of the promontory. Wall face accounting for approximately one third of the
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roundhouse wall is visible, though it is probable that as much as two thirds survive: the E half of the
structure appears not to have been excavated by Barry. The relationship of OB7 to OB6 and OB11 is
not clear, but OB7 probably shares the SW quadrant of its wall with OB6.
2.126 Nicholson’s plan depicts OB7 as a sub-rectangular cell, c.3x2.5m internally. The structure seems not
to have been accessible from OB6, though cell 6200 and OB7 are shown as conjoined. Access into
OB7 is shown by Nicholson to have been through a narrow passage leading from the E, no trace of
which is presently visible on the site. The loss of much of OB7 to cliff erosion suggests that as much
as 2-3m of ground in this area may have been lost over the cliff since the time of Barry’s excavation.
Outbuilding 8

2.127 Outbuilding 8 is shown on Nicholson’s plan as a complete roundhouse abutting the broch wall to the
E. Little now remains of this structure, which has probably been destroyed in the course of the
construction of the original Mervyn Tower. However, the roundhouse shared the N wall of OB3, and
a single partially corbelled annex cell survives close to where the roundhouse abutted the broch wall.
Like OB3 and OB11, which also directly abut the broch wall, the builders had re-skinned the exterior
broch wallface to create a secondary internal wall. This is largely obscured in OB8 by unexcavated
rubble between the broch wall and the original Mervyn Tower, but is evident close to annex cell
[8100].
2.128 The entrance to OB8 was visible in the SE quadrant of the roundhouse, consisting of two door checks
constructed from recessed walling and vertical orthostats. These door checks are on the outside of
OB8, suggesting that the door swung outwards from OB8. The issue of access between OB8 and OB3
was not made clearer by deturfing this entrance, and it remains a possibility (as is apparently
suggested by Nicholson’s plan) that access to OB8 was through OB3, or from area OB12.
Outbuilding 9

2.129 Outbuilding 9 consists of a small corbelled cell, immediately to the S of the broch entrance passage. It
abuts the broch wall and is clearly a secondary construction. The structure is poorly preserved,
especially to the E where the corbelling has collapsed and obscures the original construction, but the
walling is better preserved where it abuts the broch wall and the corbelling here stands 0.55m high.
The relationship of OB9 to OB11 is not demonstrable, and on Nicholson’s plan OB9 is shown as a
small cell projecting off the S wall of a curvilinear entrance passage running between OB11 and OB8.
No trace of this entrance passage survives, and has possibly been destroyed by the construction of
the original Mervyn Tower.

Outbuilding 10

2.130 Outbuilding 10 was the label given to a complex of structures located to the NW of the broch, within
the confines of the enclosing outwork OB5. At least one building is represented within this complex,
and the probability is that there are several, but no obvious structural indications of the true extents
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of any one building could be easily identified. There are certainly several phases of construction
within OB10, including several instances of adding secondary abutting walling, probably with the
intention of controlling the means of access to and from a building located to the W of OB6. It is not
always easy to differentiate between original building and Barry consolidation, since OB10 provides
access out of the promontory over the outwork OB5, and was probably modified during the
antiquarian excavation to allow access for wheelbarrows.
2.131 The north aisle of OB10, a narrow passage running northwards towards the cliff edge, is depicted by
Nicholson as terminating in a small circular cell, which may have shared its E wall with OB6. No
surface indication of this cell survives, and it is very probable that it has been lost to cliff erosion
since the time of Nicholson’s plan.
Outbuilding 12

2.132 Outbuilding 12 is the label that was given to the area immediately E of OB3. A scooped area at the E
wall of OB3 probably indicates excavation by Barry, though it is not clear where the outside face of
OB3 lies; it is probable that wheelbarrow-runs from the original excavation and from the movement
of the original Mervyn Tower in the 1980s have obscured this. Excavation will be required to
establish the E extent of OB3 and to define a curvilinear length of walling to the SE of OB12.
Outbuilding 13

1.333 Outbuilding 13 refers to an area of the site to the S of the broch wall which was little touched by
Tress-Barry’s excavations, and is now visible as a complex of wall chasing trenches and wall faces. No
obvious coherent structures are visible in this area, though visible wall faces, vertical orthostats and a
section of collapsed corbelling indicate that there is likely to be at least two individual outbuildings
here. Nicholson’s plan accords well with the features recorded in the present survey, suggesting that
Tress-Barry did not excavate much more than the small areas that are still exposed. As in Area 10,
Tress-Barry’s excavations have proceeded in such as way that it is difficult to see where certain walls
begin and end, and the following interpretation has recorded only the obvious relationships;
excavation would be required before any more substantial description of the structures could be
offered.
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3.0

Material Culture

Finds from the 19th century excavations
3.1

During the 19th century excavations numerous bone, stone and clay objects were found. They include
important finds such as weaving combs, non-ferrous metalworking evidence and Roman pottery. As
with much of Barry’s work there are contradictions in the records. Table 1 illustrates all of the
Nybster finds currently in National Museums Scotland. However, in Anderson’s note of the
excavation at Nybster there is only a short mention of the artefactual assemblage, listing only a longhandled bone comb, several portions of quern stones and saddle querns and the upper stone of an
ornamented rotary quern (Anderson 1901, 142).
Bone

Animal bone

Antler

X.GA 662

Animal bone
Animal bone
Weaving comb
Weaving comb
Weaving comb

Antler
Skull
Bone weaving comb with a large incised X cross
Bone weaving comb deeply notched at butt of handle
Bone weaving comb ornamented with horizontal and
diagonal lines
Bone tool, possibly associated with the shaping and finishing
of pottery
Implement of bone- Whalebone cup?
Borer
Borer
Borer
Borer
Borer
Borer
Implement of bone from Nybster Broch, Caithness
Implement of bone from Nybster Broch, Caithness
Implement of bone from Nybster Broch, Caithness
Implement of bone from Nybster Broch, Caithness
Implement of bone from Nybster Broch, Caithness
Implement of bone
Pottery / vessel
Fragment of decorated Samian ware reused for rubbing
Fragment of a mould for a pin?
Very small crucible
Cup
Stone pounder
Stone pounder
Half of a stone cup or lamp
Disc
Thin sandstone disc
Disc
Whorl
Whetstone
Large oval vessel of red sandstone
Pebble
Bead

X.GA 663
X.GA 671
X.GA 656
X.GA 657
X.GA 655

Pottery tool

Clay

Stone

Whalebone cup?
Borer
Borer
Borer
Borer
Borer
Borer
Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous
Miscellaneous
Pottery
Samian
Mould
Crucible
Cup
Pounder
Pounder
Lamp
Disc
Disc
Disc
Whorl
Whetstone
Vessel
Pebble
Bead

X.GA 658
X.GA 670
X.GA 654
X.GA 665
X.GA 651
X.GA 652
X.GA 653
X.GA 664
X.GA 660
X.GA 666
X.GA 667
X.GA 668
X.GA 669
X.GA 659
X.GA 681
X.GA 682
X.GA 683
X.GA 684
X.GA 685
X.GA 672
X.GA 673
X.GA 674
X.GA 675
X.GA 677
X.GA 679
X.GA 676
X.GA 678
X.GA 680
X.GA 857 H
X.GA 661

Table 1: Finds from Barry’s 1895 excavations at Nybster, currently in NMS, Edinburgh
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3.2

135 diagnostic objects were recovered during the 2011 excavations at Nybster. The objects are group
by material and then by object class in functional or lifestyle terms, such as tools, manufacturing
waste. For some objects the function is clear. However, in many cases, particularly bone and stone,
suggested functions are little more than guesses, or span a range of possibilities. Within each group
wider issues, such as date and parallels are discussed. These strands are tied together during the wider
discussion at the end of the report. The opportunity is taken to also discuss the finds recovered during
the 2005 excavations. A selection of non-ceramic artefacts are illustrated in Figure 13, and the pottery
sequence is illustrated in Figure 14.

Pottery (Figure 14)

3.3

The assemblage was studied using the standard practices: form, fabric, treatment and decoration.
The defining criteria used in the Nybster assemblage was rim form and decoration. The following
report builds on the earlier work by Turnbull (2004) and Nicholas (2006).

Form
3.4

The form of the assemblage has been divided into two sections: body sherds and diagnostic pieces.
The body sherds have simply been left in that categorisation unless they have any other useful
characteristic for analysis, decoration for example, but this is only a fraction of the assemblage.
Diagnostic sherds are further spilt into: rim, decorated rim, shoulder or base.

Fabric
3.5

The fabric type of the ceramic assemblage is a combination of the clay used, inclusions and how the
pottery is fired. The Nybster assemblage was studied with the aid of a microscope and there was not
any great variation in fabric.

Treatment
3.6

Treatments on the surface of the pottery can be used to establish the amount of labour required
during its production, and the variations include: smoothed; wiped; knife trimmed; scraped;
burnished; and finger smeared.

Decoration
3.7

There are many forms of decoration that can occur on later prehistoric pottery (see below).
However, decoration on the Nybster assemblage was very rare.

The Assemblage
3.8

The majority of the assemblage (90% ) are undiagnostic body sherds. Most are very small and make
any form or reconstruction of classification very difficult.
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Bases
3.9

Thirty-two base sherds were recovered from Nybster, comprising 3.5% of the total ceramic
assemblage. Most of the base sherds are corner pieces, however, none are particularly large or
diagnostic.

Rim Sherds
3.40 Fifty-five rim sherds were found during excavation and this makes up a very small percentage (c6%)
of the total assemblage. The rims all vary in size and thickness and very few were large enough for
their diameter to be calculated. While the very small assemblage makes discussion very difficult, a
typology was devised nonetheless by dividing the rim sherds into similar shapes and styles. They
were classed under two main divisions: non-everted types and everted types, the latter subsequently
broken into further sub-divisions.

Non-everted types (Figure 14)

Type N1
3.41 N1 rim sherds have small beaded rims which have been rolled out of the neck of the pot. They are
very coarse and are composed of poorly fired clay with large grit inclusions. Only two examples were
found (SF 378 & 420), both from Outbuildings 6 and 11.
Type N2
3.42 Type N2 is represented by one vessel (SF 511) and is a thin-walled globular vessel with inturned rim.
It was found during excavation of the rampart.
Type N3
3.43 One N3 type rim sherd was found (SF 197) from outbuilding 11. It is vertical and has no rim lip or
shoulder. Because of the style of this rim shape it is not possible to establish vessel sizes as the
sherds appear almost straight.
Type N4
3.44 Only one Type N4 pottery sherd was recovered, from outbuilding 2.
Type N5
3.45 Type N5 is represented by one vessel (SF 407) from outbuilding 6. It is a globular vessel with a
beaded rim, produced by rolling over the top of the rim to form a small bead on the exterior. The
exterior of the sherd shows signs of smoothing over, probably with grass, before firing and these
marks can still be seen on the surface. The interior shows the presence of soot and other residues.
This would have been a large, solid vessel of around 14cm in diameter.
Type N6
3.46 Type N6 is represented by one fragment (SF 195) from outbuilding 6. This sherd shows a small beaded
rim that has been rolled from the neck of the pot. Its original would have been around 14cm in
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diameter. A smooth exterior surface has been produced on a black vessel with fine grit inclusions.
There are no visible traces of residue or soot remaining on this sherd.
Type N7
3.47 These rim sherds are vertical at the top and quickly flair out to form a jar like shape. The four
examples (SF 286, 287, 464 & no no) were recovered from outbuildings 6 and 2.

Everted rims

3.48 Six different forms of everted rims were recovered from Nybster, again usually only represented by
solitary examples.
Type 1
3.49 The one rim sherd (no number) in this group has a sharply everted rim and is very thick. It was
recovered during excavation of OB2.
Type 2
3.50 The rim sherds in this type group have sharply everted rims with a large and very distinct shoulder.
They are large, thick sherds with an average thickness of between 10mm and 13mm. Some have
finger-print impressions. Most of the objects are of light brown clay with fine grit inclusions. They
were all recovered from the ‘broch’ interior, contexts [1503] and [1507].
Type 3
3.51 Rim sherds in this group are very similar to Type 2; having sharply everted rims with a large and very
distinct shoulder. They are, however, thinner, with an average thickness of between 4mm and 6mm.
Some have finger-print impressions. All were recovered from the ‘broch’ interior and OB2.
Type 4
3.52 These rim sherds type consists of small, gently everting rims that have been squeezed out of the
body of the rim. All were found in the ‘broch’ interior.
Type 5
3.53 The everted rim is squeezed out of the neck of the pot and almost flattened to form a rounded point.
The two examples (SF272 & 378) were recovered from OB6.
Type 6
3.54 Type 6 pottery sherds have a fairly sharp turned out rim style with a beaded rim folded over. The two
examples were from OB2 and OB4.
Discussion

3.55 Table 2 shows the distribution of the rim types. Drawing wider discussion from a handful of rim
sherds is notoriously difficult.
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3.56 No non-everted types were recovered from the ‘broch’ nor the primary phases of the rampart. All of
the non-everted types either came from the outbuildings or the cists later inserted into the rampart.
3.57 The everted types are found in the ‘broch’, OB 6, OB2 and OB4. In particular, EV2, EV3 and EV4 types
are found in the ‘broch’ and OB2, both with examples of finger-impressions which could be classed as
decoration. This may suggest that the levels from within these buildings, and others, are broadly
contemporary.
PROMONTORY

5000

5020

‘BROCH’

1503

1507

OB 6

60015

N1

60021

OB 11

60017

X

N2

11139

OB 2

11115

2008

2011

X
X

N5

X

N6

X
X

X

X

EV1

X
X

X

X

X

EV3
EV4
EV5

4016

X

N4

EV2

2024

X

N3

N7

2016

OB 4

X

X
X

X

EV6

X

X

Table 2: Distribution of rim types across the excavated structures at Nybster
3.58 However, there are only a number of ways in which a rim sherd can be constructed and these all fall
into one of three categories: everted rim, straight rim or inverted rim. The everted rim type is the
best way of constructing a rim that is needed for pouring, and such rim types are recovered from
numerous sites and periods on many northern Atlantic sites in various guises and, therefore, the type
must be treated with caution when drawing chronological parallels or constructing typologies.
3.59 The most extensive research in Scottish Iron Age pottery has been carried out in the Western Isles,
the first recognisable typology being produced in 1946 by Sir Lindsay Scott at Clettraval wheelhouse
in 1946. His work provided the basis for subsequent typologies (eg Young 1955; 1966; Mackie 1974;
Topping 1985 & Lane 1990) leading now to good understanding of the pottery from the Hebrides
(see Campbell 2002:139)
3.60 Although numerous excavations have taken place in the northern mainland and Northern Isles, there
is still no accepted sequence for this part of Scotland. There is a particular dearth of study on the
Caithness Iron Age. Whilst thirty-two Caithness brochs have been excavated throughout the
centuries, only four have been excavated since the Second World War. Excavations of other sites of
first millennium BC / AD have taken place, for example at Cnoc Stanger (Mercer 1996), Loch Shurrery
and Lambsdale Leans (MacLaren 2003).
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3.61 The site of Cnoc Stanger, excavated by Mercer between 1981-2, proved to contain 7 round-house
structures in stratigraphic sequence (Mercer 1996: 187). A pottery analysis was carried out for which
the typology was based on fabric content and colour. The assemblage of sherds numbered in the
hundreds but there were few that could be remarked or serve as a comparison to other assemblages
(Mercer 1996: 173-179).
3.62 The Loch Shurrery and Lamsdale Leans excavation resulted in 3 sherds of possible Iron Age pottery.
With no identifying decoration or diagnostic features, the fabric type of the pottery suggested the
likely date of Iron Age (Campbell, 2003:11). The greater research carried out in Caithness has leaned
more to the later periods, particularly the Late Norse, as for example at Freswick (Curle 1939; Batey
1987) and Robertshaven (Barrett 1997). Discussion of Iron Age sequences, including Nybster,
therefore relies heavily on Fairhurst’s work at Crosskirk which took place between 1966-1972.
However, as will become clear, this is not always without its problems.
3.63 In analysing the pottery at Crosskirk, Fairhurst breaks the Iron Age pottery into three main classes,
based mainly on fabric types, and then details the general vessel/rim forms and decoration that fall
into the classes.
Class 1: Pre-broch levels
3.64 Class 1 are crudely decorated sherds with gritty texture that Fairhurst ascribes to the Pre-Broch
period on the site. Such types make up only a small percentage of the site’s assemblage (5%).
3.65 Nybster EV2 and EV3 are in very close parallel to the Class 1 type pottery (Fairhurst 1984, 108-110).
They have the same heavy, sharply everted rim and distinct shoulder, as well as the finger-impressed
‘decoration’ under the rim.
Class 2: Early broch levels
3.66 These made up the majority of the finds (80%) from Crosskirk, and contain coarser grits than the
other classes. The vessels tend to be large, rarely decorated, and the class ascribed to Early Broch
Ware. The rims tend to be out-turned and squeezed thinner than the walls. There are two main
vessel forms; vase-like storage jars, or open-mouthed basins, the colouring of both tending to be
pinky/red.
3.67 The other everted rim sherds from Nybster (thin and squeezed out of the body of the vessel to form
a thin everted rim style) are similar to the early broch pottery of Crosskirk (Fairhurst 1984 p110-112).
Class 3: Late Broch levels
3.68 At Crosskirk these had finer fabrics, with out-turned, rolled or beaded and wide-mouthed basins.
These were originally thought to be Early Medieval, however, radiocarbon dating has fixed the
related context to be 70 AD +- 70. Decoration is again rare and the type assigned to the Late Broch
period and sub-divided further into two classes; thin walled vessels and coarse ware. Again this class
formed only a smallish percentage of the site (15%).
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3.69 Many of the non-everted rim sherds, particularly the beaded type and wide-mouthed vessels,
correspond with this later broch pottery type. The bead on the rim sherd is often very crude, and an
indented groove can be present directly beneath it on the exterior. This rim form is common in
Hebridean assemblages from later periods and is often associated with Pictish occupation. This rim
type, however, is a very simple, crude form with no dynamic features that could differentiate it from
simple wares from any other period.
3.70 Although some patterns may, therefore, emerge, there are several notes of caution. Firstly, the
Crosskirk ‘pre-broch class’ dating is debatable as Fairhurst ignored the early radiocarbon dates for
this context as being outwith his preferred broch building period, thereby assigning a later date to
the broch than the information suggests. Many now see broch period as being as early as 400 cal BC
(eg Armit 1990: 438).
3.71 Finally, in constructing his typology, Fairhurst placed great emphasis on vessel colouring. This is
potentially misleading as differences may be due to no more than discolouration caused by soil, firing
and/or weathering. There had also been a large amount of disturbance to the site which has been
acknowledged as contaminating different contexts. The classes, therefore, may not be as clear cut as
presented.
Coarse stone

3.72 Although over 400 stone objects were kept during the excavations only 84 can be classified as actual
objects of the Iron Age. The assemblage is largely typical of Iron Age sites. The following discussion
has been divided under the objects general use and function. The following discussion is based
largely on the work undertaken by Haines (2006) in her analysis of the stone objects from the first
season’s work.

House and home
Pivot stone
3.73 One pivot stone was retrieved from Nybster, another was left in situ. These objects are large roughly
circular stones with ground sockets in one face used as pivots for the hinge post of swinging wooden
doors as suggested by their frequent location in entrance passages (MacKie 1974, 137). Many other
Caithness sites have similar stones including Skitten (Calder 1948, 138), Crosskirk (Fairhurst 1984,
131), Everley (Heald & Jackson 2002) and Keiss Harbour (where the stone remains in-situ).
Hammerstones
3.74 Eleven hammerstones were recovered from Nybster. These objects comprise large irregularly shaped
stones selected for their useful size and weight. Hammerstones are used with great force the result
being severe fractural damage and flake scars as opposed to peck marks. Hammerstone are
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ubiquitous finds on many Iron Age sites. Local examples include Skitten (Calder 1948, 141) and
Crosskirk (Fairhurst 1984, 132). They would have been used for a variety of task including building.
Strike-a-lights
3.75 Strike-a-lights – used for lighting fires - usually take the form of small flat pebbles with regular
narrow striations formed on one face due to iron oxide deposits forming where an iron striker has
repeatedly hit the surface (MacKie 1974, 140). Two such objects were recovered from Nybster. As
Childe stated no reliable conclusions can be drawn on the age of these objects (1936, 233). However,
that they required iron to function and the recovery of them from brochs, wheelhouses and other
contemporary structures places them firmly within the Iron Age milieu. Although highlighting their
marked Atlantic distribution in 1936 Childe (1936, 236) could only list 25 sites with strike-a-lights.
This number has increased markedly since but although numerous Iron Age sites have produced such
finds the numbers are often quite small. For example, there are only three from the multi-period Iron
Age sites of Gurness, Orkney (Hedges 1987, 249), four from Scalloway, Shetland (Clarke 1998, 145)
and two from Dun Mor Vaul, Tiree (MacKie 1974, 140). Similar examples to that found at Nybster are
known from Burrian (MacGregor 1974, 112, nos. 368 & 369), Dun Mor Vaul (MacKie 1974, 140,) and
several from Scalloway (Sharples 1998, 149).
Food production and consumption
Saddle querns
3.76 Two saddle querns were retrieved from Nybster. This type of quern is used in conjunction with the
quern rubbers discussed below. Similar concave faced saddle querns have been found on numerous
sites including Skitten (Calder 1948, 140) and Crosskirk (Fairhurst 1984, 128).

Quern rubbers
3.77 Six quern rubbers were recovered from Nybster. These large boulders were used in conjunction with
the aforementioned saddle querns in the processing of crops. Similar objects were found at Keiss
Harbour and Skitten (Calder 1948, 140).

Pot lids
3.78 Four pot lids were recovered from Nybster. These thin slates of Caithness flagstone were used for
covering the various foodstuffs cooked and stored in the pottery. The lid would have been covered
with leather and tied with rope. One smaller pot lid may either be for a very small vessel or possible
used as a palette.

Metals and metalworking
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Whetstones
3.79 Seven whetstones were recovered from Nybster. Most are naturally smooth water-worn cobbles and
sub-rectangular in shape. They show varying degrees of polish and striations and most have a
distinctive concave surface. Although whetstones are fairly common finds on Iron Age sites excavations at Crosskirk recovered 26 such objects (Fairhurst 1984, 126, ill 77, 184) – often many
reports do not discuss the implications of such finds. Whetstones would have been used for
sharpening metal tools. In the absence of iron objects from broch sites, for whatever reason,
whetstones allow a useful proxy indicator for the use of iron tools.
Working surfaces / anvils
3.80 Five objects from Nybster appear to have secondary usage as working surfaces or anvils. Large cobble
stone tools have been seen to be used in this way at other Iron age sites for example, Burland
(McLaren & Hunter, unpublished report nos. 52, 54, 86) Scalloway (Sharples 1998, 142-143, Fig 90,
no. 4466, Fig 91, no. 4401) and Howe (Ballin Smith 1994, 196, Illus 112, no. 5350). It is suggested
that they may be associated with the working of metals, probably iron.

Leatherworking
Smoothers
3.81 The term ‘smoother’ has been used here to describe small pebbles of less than 100mm in length,
whose shape has not been altered by use but whose surface shows polish. Twelve objects that may be
smoothers were recovered from Nybster. They are differentiated from whetstones not only by shape
but also by the lack of the concavity of the wear surface cause by whetting, and by the comparatively
high degree of polish following the criteria adopted at Dunadd where a large number of these tools
were recovered (Lane & Campbell 2000, nos. 178, 179, 185). Smoothers also frequently exhibit areas
of dark brown or black organic staining in accordance with use of animal fats during the processing of
hides (McLaren pers. comm.). Similar to the other cobble stone tools, smoothers are widespread from
a number of Iron Ages sites.

Textile working
Spindle whorls
3.82 Two spindle whorls were found at Nybster. Used in textile production, they are amongst the most
commonly recognised artefacts from Iron Age sites (Ballin Smith 1994, 192) A plethora of comparable
examples are known from almost every Iron Age site with Caithnessian examples including: Crosskirk
(Fairhurst 1984, 126, Ill 78), Skitten (Calder 1948, 141) and Keiss Road.
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Weights
3.83

Two flagstone notched weights were found. These may have served a variety of functions such as
net-sinkers, thatch-weights or loom- weights. Parallels can be found at Crosskirk (Fairhurst 1984,
132).

Cannel coal working
Cannel coal roughout
3.84 One object was recovered that may be made of cannel coal. It is an irregular, circular-shaped piece. It
is possible that it is a part-finished roughout from a bangle.

Leisure
Gaming pieces
3.85 Two small naturally discoidal flat polished pebbles were found at Nybster. Similar objects were
recovered from Howe (Ballin Smith 1994, 188), Clickhimin (Hamilton 1968, 114) and Crosskirk
(Fairhurst 1984, 126) and classed as gaming pieces. This may be one of the few examples of leisure
activities recovered from Nybster.
Jewellery
Bead
3.86 One small bead was recovered from Nybster. It is relatively common for single beads of bone, stone
and glass to turn up on Scottish Iron Age sites. It is generally assumed that beads originate from
necklaces or other items of jewellery (see Sharman & Smith 1998, 172)
Pendant
3.87 One pendant was recovered from Nybster from the upper fill of the cist dug into the rampart.
Finding parallels for such serpentine beads from Iron Age sites is difficult.

Miscellaneous
Pounders
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3.88 Four pounders were recovered from Nybster. Unlike the aforementioned hammerstones they do not
have severe fracture scars (see Ballin Smith 1994, 196). Again, pounders are common finds on many
Atlantic Iron Age sites with local examples known from Skitten (Calder 1948, 141), Yarrows
(Anderson 1890, 139) and Crosskirk (Fairhurst 1984, 132, ill 82). They would have been used for a
variety of tasks.
Grinders
3.89 Five grinders were recovered. Again, many of the Nybster examples can be paralleled on a range of
Iron Age sites, for example at Skitten (Calder 1948, 140); Howe (Ballin Smith 1994, 196, illus 113) and
Scalloway (Sharples 1998, 140, Fig 90, no. 4630). As the name suggests, they would have been used
for grinding various materials, including foodstuffs and pigments.
Pumice
3.90 Six pieces of pumice were recovered from Nybster. Pumice was used for a range of functions in the
Iron Age. Often, it was used for shaping bone points (Smith 1998, 130) or burnishing pottery. That
pumice turns up in coastal regions, such as Nybster, is hardly surprising. A volcanic source in the
north-east Atlantic, probably in the region of Iceland, has been proposed as the likely origin of the
pumice (Binns 1971, 27, 180), whence it would have drifted to the beaches of northern and western
Scotland (D McLaren pers. Comm). Comparable examples of worked pumice from Iron Age phases
have been found at Clickhimin (Hamilton 1968, 79) Scalloway (Sharples 1998, 119), Burrian
(MacGregor 1974, 92) and a large quantity from Burland (McLaren & Hunter, unpublished report).
Pigment
3.91 Two pieces of haematite were found (SF’s 93c & 138), only one however showed evidence of having
been worked. This small piece had been worn to a smooth surface suggesting it had been ground
down. The resulting powder may have been mixed with an adhesive binder to make a pigment
possibly for the decoration of ceramic vessels, textiles, tools or the body.

Bone & antler
3.98 The use of the bones of domesticated farm animals, cattle and sheep or goats were frequently used
to make tools in the Atlantic Scottish Iron Age as were the bones and antlers from local herds of red
deer (Ballin Smith 1994: 169).
Pin
3.99 The numerous bone pin types current throughout the Iron Age have been reviewed by a number of
authors (Stevenson 1955; MacGregor 1974; 1985; Foster 1990) and these allow broad date ranges to
be ascribed. The general shape of the Nybster pin places it within a broad group in which the head
can be either perforated or left intact. Such pins were mundane, everyday objects and frequently
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display no great degree of elaboration beyond trimming of the head. Ornamentation is usually
limited to cutting down the natural expansion of the bone to form a distinct head. MacGregor’s
(1985: 120-1) ‘pig fibula’ type falls into this general group.
3.100 The pin from Nybster is a plain cylinder of bone with a point at one end and a highly polished and
smoothed body. Examples are sometimes found with a small perforation at one end, but the form
without this feature appears to be the most common in the Atlantic Scottish Iron Age (Ballin Smith
1994: 171). Dating such a simple type is difficult and often numerous ‘types’ are discussed under one
heading - see for example the Howe, Orkney (Ballin Smith 1994: 171-3, illus 95, nos 4890, 7100, 7108
& 5340). The origins of these pins can be traced back to the pre-Roman Iron Age and numerous
parallels can be found at sites throughout the region including Howe (Ballin Smith 1994: 173, illus 95,
nos 4890), Crosskirk (Fairhurst 1984: 121, ill72, no.775), Scalloway (Sharples 1998: 169, fig 109,nos.
4, 5 & 6) and Clickhimin (Hamilton 1968: Fig 38, nos 8 –12). The type were also used into the Early
Historic and Viking periods. For example, there are 131 and 83 examples from the Early Historic sites
of Lagore, Meath (Hencken 1950: 193-4, fig 105, no 1269) and Cahercommaun (Hencken 1938: 38-9,
fig 23) respectively. Examples were recovered from Burrian, Orkney (MacGregor 1974: 71-76, figs 7 &
8, nos 80-100) and the Buckquoy, Orkney finds were recovered from the early Pictish phases (Richie
1977: 192-3, fig 4). This type were used into the Viking period, as shown at Birsay, Orkney (Curle
1982: 73-4, illus 48; see MacGregor 1985: 121 for other Viking examples). This longevity of use
makes dating the Nybster example through morphological characteristics difficult.
Spatulate Tools
3.101 Excavations on numerous Atlantic Scottish sites have recovered implements made of bone split
approximately mid-shaft, with the length of attached diaphysis ground either to a sharp point, an
arrowhead or - as here at Nybster - a flat, rounded spatulate end (see Hallén 1994: 205-7 for
overview). Identical examples to the Nybster tools are known from Midhowe, Orkney (Callander &
Grant 1934: 487, fig 27) and Broch of Burrian, Orkney (MacGregor 1974: 79, fig 10, no 143). Similar
objects have been found from broch and post-broch contexts at Howe, Orkney (Ballin Smith 1994:
174-177, illus 98, no 4966).
3.102 The specific use of these objects is not clear, the tools being given a range of names and associated
functions including points, gouges and awls. However, the rounded nature of the Nybster tool shows
that it could not have functioned as a point. Instead, it may have served as a scoop for eating.
Alternatively, it may be associated with weaving, used either horizontally or vertically to beat up the
loose weft on a loom. This is the function MacGregor (1974: 78) assigns the Burrian examples.
Points, awls or borers
3.103 Numerous bone and antler objects from Atlantic Scottish Iron Age sites are classed as piecing tools or
awls where modified bones have at least one piercing end. The raw material varies from antler, to
various bones of sheep, cattle and red deer. This range in raw material affects the shape and size of
the object and this has led to differing interpretations of these objects. For example, a similar
example to the Nybster find from Buckquoy, Orkney (Ritchie 1977: 194-5, fig 6, no 35) was classed as
an awl or a fish gorge. It is best to view the Nybster find as an awl.
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3.104 Though points and awls are morphologically similar to pins, they are interpreted as tools for piercing
rather than objects for the securing of fabrics. Awls exhibit signs of more deliberate and prolonged
use than points which are frequently unfinished and broken objects suggesting their use was short
and they were quickly discarded (Ballin Smith 1994: 172). Awls are frequently found in both bone and
antler, the Nybster example is made of the latter. A comparable if less well finished item was found
at Howe (Ballin Smith 1994: 173, ill 95, no.5168) along with several examples of similar form in bone
(Ballin Smith 1994: 173, ill 95). An example also exists from Crosskirk (Fairhurst 1984: 121, ill 72).
Bone needle (Figure 13)
3.105 These objects are well represented in Atlantic roundhouses and wheelhouse assemblages; for
example, from Shetland (Hamilton 1956); Orkney (Ballin Smith 1994: 171, fig 95, no 7100; MacGregor
1974: 71; Hedges 1987: 99, fig 2.25); the Hebrides (Campbell 1991: 161 fig 21, no 615; Hallén 1994:
214, illus 10, nos 3 & 4); and Caithness (Anderson 1901).

Slotted implement / handle (Figure 13)
3.106 One broken object from Nybster is intriguing, although definitive classification is difficult due to both
ends being broken. In some sense they are comparable to what (Hallén 1994: 210) classes as ‘twopronged implements’, that is implements bifurcated at one end, but of uncertain function. However,
the broken nature of the Nybster example makes it impossible to be sure whether the tool had the
characteristic points and use-wear. It has been suggested that two pronged implements may be
associated with fishing or textile working (ibid.).

Handle
3.107 One antler knife handle was found at Nybster. It has the remnants of the iron blade and a rivet for
attachment. The curvature of the antler and the surviving blade suggests that the original object was
probably a scythe or a sickle. Socketed antler handles are known from a range of Iron Age and
medieval sites. The handle was found in topsoil.

Copper alloy

3.108 Three copper alloy objects were recovered from Nybster: a spiral finger ring; a small loop and a strip.
Spiral Finger Ring
3.109 Spiral finger rings, which are common in southern England, southern and Atlantic Scotland (Clarke
1971: fig 3), have been central to many discussions, particularly those concerned with chronology
and social movements (see MacKie 1971; Clarke 1971; Lane 1987).
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3.110 Dating is a particular problem. Clarke (1971: 26) has shown that the type has its origins in the Middle
Bronze Age and that examples made from a variety of materials – including gold, silver and copper
alloy - are known from Early Historic collections, such as Buiston crannog (Munro 1882, 228-9, figs
244-5) and Dunadd (Craw 1930: 116, fig 3, 11). These examples show that variants of the type
extended well into the mid- to late-first millennium AD. Indeed, Stevenson (1966: 22) suggests that
the type persists down into the 8th century. The difficulty in assigning dates to particular examples is
obvious.
3.111 The actual number of spiral finger rings from Atlantic Scotland is small (see Clarke 1971: 29, fig 3;
Lane 1987: 53) and few are from well-dated contexts. An example from Dun Mor Vaul came from
late deposits in the wall gallery of the broch that were associated with Roman glass attributed to
phase 4 on the site after the broch had been demolished (MacKie 1974: 26-7, fig 9). Recent
examples, such as the Howe, Orkney (Ballin Smith 1994: 219) do little to resolve the problems of
dating.
3.112 Spiral finger rings are known from two other Caithness sites: Watten and Crosskirk. The Watten find
(NMS X.DO 35) has no specific context, coming as it does from a ‘mound’ (PSAS (1893-4: 239
Purchases for the Museum). The two Crosskirk examples (Fairhurst 1984: 116-7, ill 68) were found
inside the broch in the interface between the Phase Two/Three horizons and dated to the Middle
Iron Age (Fairhurst 1984: 166-7). A review of the dating of spiral finger rings from northern Scotland
seems to suggest that no examples have been found in a context earlier than the Middle Iron Age
(MacKie 2000: 106). At present all we can say is that the Nybster example may date to anytime
between the end of the 1st millennium BC through to the late first millennium AD.
3.113 Whilst hardly one of the most iconic copper alloy types current in the British Iron Age the rings have
long been seen as part of the ornamental, even ‘exotic’, Atlantic Iron Age package. Copper alloy
objects of this period in Atlantic Scotland comprise largely of objects such as rings and pins and in
this light the Nybster find does represent one of the few bronze, perhaps exotic, finds known from
Iron Age Caithness.

Strip (Figure 13)
3.114 A single piece of copper bar was recovered from Nybster, bent at the middle.
Loop (Figure 13)
3.115 A simple loop of copper alloy was recovered from Nybster. It is too small to ascertain specific
function. It could either be part of a fitting, furniture of a dress accessory.
Iron
3.116 Thirty-eight ferrous finds were recovered from the site. However the majority of these, which
included nails, parts of buckets and strips, are likely to be modern.
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Non-ferrous metalworking

Crucible (Figure 13)
3.116 One crucible fragment was recovered from Nybster. Crucibles, ceramic vessels used to contain metal
to be melted, are the most common indicator of non-ferrous metalworking. The function of a
crucible is to contain the metal being melted, protecting it from loss and contamination, and to
provide a means of transport so that the molten metal can be poured into a mould. The production
of crucibles was a skilled business; modern attempts to replicate and used crucibles in casting
experiments resulted in the crucibles melting before the bronze (P. Reynolds pers. comm.).
3.117 The majority of crucibles from Iron Age Scotland are broken and fragmentary. The problems in
constructing typologies from fragmentary pieces are well known (Alcock 1963: 140-5; Tylecote
1986: table 58, fig. 50; Lane & Campbell 2000: 134). In particular, where only body sherds survive,
differentiation between types is extremely difficult and many crucibles can only be classified to type
if the majority of the object survives. A typology for Scottish Iron Age crucibles has been suggested
(Heald 2005) that divided the collection into 10 main types.
3.118 Type A are the triangular / pyramidal type common throughout the British Iron Age (Heald 2005:
Plate 4; Figure 10; Tylecote 1986; Lane 1987). This type is the most common crucible found
throughout the Scottish Iron Age, used throughout all periods. For example, they were found in the
Early Iron Age sites of Balloch Hill, Argyll and Dunagoil, Bute and used until the end of the 8th century
AD, as shown by examples from Brough of Birsay, Orkney. Although most were used for melting
copper alloys others, for example from Loch na Berigh, Lewis, Dunadd, Argyll and Traprain Law, East
Lothian, were used for melting silver alloys. Complete examples show that the height of this type is
generally between 35mm and 45mm. However, there are exceptions; for example, the crucible from
nearby Keiss Harbour (NMS X.GA 501) is very small, only 24mm in height.
Mould (Figure 13)
3.119 Casting could be achieved either in a one piece mould, such as that typified in England at Gussage All
Saints (Wainwright 1979) and Weelsby Avenue (Foster 1995), or two piece moulds; the latter make
up the overwhelming majority of the Scottish evidence (Heald 2005). The technology and processes
involved have been adequately discussed in numerous studies (e.g. Coghlan 1951; Tylecote 1986;
Curle 1982; Lane & Campbell 2000) and only a few salient points need be discussed here. The general
processes for casting in two-piece moulds has been outlined by numerous scholars (e.g. Curle 1982:
35-9; Lane & Campbell 2000: 201-2). The diagnostic features of moulds are funnel-shaped ingates or
sprue cups, runners (channels the molten metal ran through) and the matrix for the object being
cast.
3.120 In a two-piece mould it is necessary to break the moulds to extract the object. The upper valve is
more likely to break as it is generally thinner than the lower valve; the object would tend to be left in
the lower valve, where it is usually more deeply embedded. Lower valves often have breaks caused
by levering the object out of the mould, although this is not true for all moulds. Following use, many
mould fragments become very abraded and small due to subsequent trampling or abrading by water,
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for example. Even if the mould does survive, the casting surface is often lost, making it very difficult
for one to ascertain what was made in the mould.
3.121 It is likely that the Nybster mould was used to create a pin. Pins remain the chief material expression
(in metal) of the Atlantic Province culture. There is now a generally accepted sequence: the ringheaded pin is ancestral to projecting ring-headed pins which could either be wire or cast. The cast
projecting series then became more elaborate, perhaps around the 3rd and 4th centuries AD (KilbrideJones 1980a), resulting in rosette headed pins, ibex-headed pins, and proto-handpins. From this final
group emerged the hand pin, probably around the late 5th or 6th centuries AD, continuing into the 8th
and 9th centuries in an altered form (Foster 1990).
3.122 As only the bottom half of the mould remains it is impossible to ascertain what kind of pin was
manufactured at Nybster. Given the context of discovery and associated radiocarbon date it is likely
that the Nybster mould is for the production of a simple plain pin, more likely a projecting ringheaded pin. Projecting ring-headed pins supposedly derive from ring-headed pins (see Dunning 1934;
Simpson & Simpson 1964; Foster 1989a). There are two types of plain projecting ring-headed pins:
those made from wire or those cast. The origin and chronology of both is a matter of debate
(Stevenson 1955; MacKie 1969; Clarke 1971). Both MacKie & Stevenson agree that cast pins are of a
later date than simple bent wire pins, which MacKie claims are the normal type found on brochs and
wheelhouses (MacKie 1974: 129). Few well-dated examples have been found. Although Stevenson
(1966: 20-2) suggested a date between the 2nd to 3rd centuries AD recent excavations at Scalloway,
Shetland suggests that the type may have survived into the 5th century AD (Sharples 1998, 185).
3.123 Moulds for the manufacture of plain projecting ring-headed pins have been found at Sollas, North
Uist; Traprain Law, East Lothian; Gurness, Orkney; Berigh, Lewis and Mine Howe, Orkney. It is
important to note that other fragmentary moulds appear to have been for the manufacture of
projecting ring-headed pins, although it is difficult to be sure whether they are for the manufacture
of plain or more complex projecting pinheads. The moulds from Lingro, Orkney, Reay, Caithness and
Cnip, Lewis are relevant examples.

Glass

Melon Bead (Figure 13)
3.124 One fragment of a melon bead was recovered from Nybster. Melon beads were most common in the
1st–2nd centuries but continued in use throughout the Roman period. They are particularly common
on military sites of the first and early second century, and then seem to continue in very much
reduced numbers into the later second and third century AD on both military and civilian sites (Guido
1978: 100). They are often associated with horse harnesses but also occur on other forms of military
equipment.
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4.0

Living & Dying in Nybster (c.1500 BC to AD 500)

The radiocarbon and excavated sequence

4.1

Radiocarbon dating was obtained from ten samples across the site which, together with some of the
diagnostic finds, allow a chronology to be constructed for the site.

Structure

Context

Description

RAMPART

5072

Soil under cell in rampart

5044

Soil under uppermost floor in
cell (rampart phase 2)

1386BC to 1191BC (90.7%)
1177BC to 1161BC (2.3%)
1144BC to 1132BC (2.4%)
AD88 to AD104 (2.2%)
AD122 to AD255 (92.1%)
AD304 to AD314 (1.1%)

5033

Lower fill of rampart ditch

AD409 to AD541 (95.4%)

5 to 6 centuries AD

OB2 (East)

2027

Fill of drain under paving

AD73 to 227 (95.4%)

1 to 3 centuries AD

OB2 (West)

2011

Area of burning in later
phase

AD60 to AD220 (95.4%)

1 to 3 centuries AD

2030

Floor layer in early phase

165BC to AD24 (95.4%)

2 century BC to 1
century AD

4044

Floor layer in Phase 2

AD1 to AD130 (95.4%)

1 to 2 centuries AD

4023

Floor layer in Phase 1

AD73 to AD227 (95.4%)

1 to 3 centuries AD

4001

Bone within wall

AD25 to AD177 (92.3%)

1 to 2 centuries AD

OB4

Date (2σ ranges)

Suggested span
th

th

14 to 12 centuries BC

st

rd

th

th

st

rd

st

rd

1 to 3 centuries AD

nd

st

nd

st

rd

st

nd

st

AD192 to AD212 (3.1%)
4039

Soil under walls of OB4

1412 to 1264BC (95.4%)

th

th

15 to 13 centuries BC

Table 3: Summary of radiocarbon dating

The promontory enclosure / rampart

4.2

The first identifiable phase of construction at Nybster is the defensive outwork. The recent work
confirmed the complexity that was suspected during survey, showing that the rampart is multiphased. By Atlantic later prehistoric standards, its proportions are modest at just over 2m thick on
average, although the impression of monumentality would have been greatly enhanced by the rockcut ditch.
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4.3

Work by Bramman (1972) and Lamb (1980: 73-6) suggests that there are probably ten or eleven
promontory sites in Caithness - Neck of Brough, Thurso; Holborn Head, Thurso; West Murkle,
Thurso; St John’s Point, Canisbay; Skirza Head broch, Canisbay; Broch of Ness, Canisbay; Sgarbach,
Canisbay; Gote o’ Tram, Wick; Bay of Girston, Wick, Poll Gorm, Dunbeath – that may be similar to
Nybster. However, finding definitive parallels or dating comparanda is difficult as none of these
other Caithness examples have been fully excavated or radiocarbon dated.

4.4

As Lamb (1980: 4) stated over two decades ago, ‘Coastal promontory forts –“cliff castles” – are
among the least understood archaeological field monuments in Britain”. Their chronology is poorly
defined, or, rather, their chronology is known to be extensive, with dated examples of drystone
promontory fortifications ranging from the later Bronze Age to the late first millennium AD. In his
1972 discussion of the Iron Age of Caithness, Bramman (1972: 112) suggested that some hillforts and
promontory forts may have been part of Early Iron Age defensive works and, therefore, some of the
earliest Iron Age structures in the county. Similarly to Nybster, he argues that in many of these sites
the main structural work takes the form of massive embankments, taking advantage of any natural
features offered by the site.

4.5

That said, there is an emerging and consistent pattern in Caithness of coastal, cliff areas being
defined, demarcated and separated from the mainland by a bank and/or ditch of a very substantial
nature. Some of the ditches, for example at Skirza and Ness, have massive stone-revetted ramparts,
suggesting they, like Nybster are monumental in nature. Further, these three sites also have other
structural remains, including brochs and/or Atlantic roundhouses, suggesting some complexity
and/or longevity, but the story is complex. Other sites - such as nearby Sgarbach, a mere 400m away
from Nybster – have no such roundhouses. Reinvestigation of this site, first excavated by Tress Barry,
would be a fruitful starting point, allowing us to study the internal arrangement of the promontory
without the confusion of other structural (probably later) occupation (see also Lamb 1980: 25).

4.6

The probable structural and chronological complexity within these promontory enclosures is shown
well at Nybster by the numerous phases and rebuilds. Radiocarbon samples from underneath the
rampart suggest that the rampart phase 1 was built sometime between the Middle Bronze Age and
the early centuries AD. As we have seen at some point the Nybster enclosure was remodified (phase
2), the outcome being similar to a blockhouse, a structure that may have its origin within the general
promontory fort class (Lamb 1980: 6, 11). Samples from soils associated with the uppermost floor of
the internal cell during this rampart phase 2 show that the cell and rampart was modified sometime
between the 1st and 4th centuries AD.

4.7

The identification of a complex-walled rampart adds a further dimension to our knowledge of the
Iron Age in Caithness. The closest parallels for these structures are possibly the blockhouses of
Shetland such as at Clickhimin (Hamilton 1968), Ness of Burgh, Loch of Huxter and Scatness (see e.g.
Carter et al 1995), although complex-walled promontory structures are known across the northern
mainland and the Western Isles (Lamb 1980; Burgess 1999, 98). The dating of blockhouses in
Shetland is imprecise, and the research published by Carter et al could not provide further
refinement than within the 'long Iron Age' of the north of Scotland, although the remarkable
similarity in style to broch architecture has conventionally been taken to indicate broad
contemporaneity with the floruit of broch construction, a suggestion perhaps supported by the
radiocarbon dates from Nybster. Further, the modification of the rampart and the rebuilding of the
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entrance that took place in phase 2 may have occurred broadly contemporaneously with the
construction of the ‘broch’, based on the stratigraphic position of the phase 2 cell and the broch wall
in relation to the later structures built inside of the rampart.
4.8

Finally, and intriguingly, dates from one of the lower ditch fills suggest that the enclosure rampart
was still being filled in during the 5th to 6th centuries, traditionally assigned the Early Historic/Pictish
period.

The Atlantic roundhouse – broch or otherwise?

4.9

There is no conclusive evidence that Nybster was a broch. The roundhouse wall is apparently solid,
and there is no evidence of the typical complex features that characterise true brochs, such as
intramural galleries, guard cells, staircases or scarcement. It is possible that Nybster is a broch and
its intramural galleries began further up the wall than ground level. In other words, Nybster may be a
solid-based broch. For many years the existence or not of intra-mural galleries at ground level was
the basis of a typological distinction between ground-galleried brochs, seen as originating in the
Atlantic west, and solid-based brochs, regarded as a development of the Northern Isles, where they
apparently predominated (MacKie 1965: 1991). However, some Orcadian ‘ground floor’ galleries are
significantly higher than the foundation themselves. For example, at the Howe one of the intra-mural
staircases started a metre above the base of the interior (Smith 1994: 37). The same is true of
Crosskirk broch (Fairhurst 1984). Such a trajectory is particularly difficult to ascertain, of course,
when the structural remains have been heavily truncated, as Harding’s reanalysis of Bu, Orkney
concisely shows. Harding (2004: fig 5.11l 2009, 96) showed that when the Howe broch plan is
overlain on that of its severely truncated neighbour at Bu that the latter ‘solid-walled’ structure, with
no evidence for a broch-defining intra-mural gallery, could well have had such features at a level
above the residual foundations. The same may be true at Nybster.

4.10 The quantity of stone used in the construction of the outbuildings on the Nybster promontory could
more than account for the ‘missing’ broch architecture. Further, there is some evidence that suggests
that the roundhouse walls may have been modified at some point. There were noticeable differences
in construction techniques across the three trenches. In particular, trench 1 had very small stones
and brash, compared to the other trenches which had more substantial stones, although there were
differences in shape. The suggestion that this modification was Tress Barry is doubtful as analysis of
the photographs taken during Barry’s excavations show that the wall was already filled in and level
prior to his work. Furthermore, no modern material suggestive of 19th century interference was
recovered in this area. The bone pin from context [1101] may be of note. Although not
chronologically diagnostic, the pin can be paralleled on a number of other Iron Age sites, particularly
those of the 1st millennium AD. This suggests that the wall was probably re-modified during this
period. This suggestion of Middle/Later Iron Age remodelling is supported by the rebuilding episodes
in trench 2 and the general rebuilding episodes visible in the interior wall faces.
4.11 It is possible, therefore, that Nybster was a broch - solid-based or otherwise - and that the
roundhouse structure was systematically dismantled and reused during the later phases of
occupation, perhaps reducing it in height to a single-storeyed building and removing any trace of
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architectural complexity. This scenario has been offered as the reason for the greatly reduced
monumentality of the Atlantic roundhouse during the secondary occupation at Loch na Berie, Lewis
(Harding and Gilmour 2000) and as a general pattern may be applied to various other broch sites
(e.g. Ballin-Smith 1994: 85; Armit 2004).
4.12 However, it cannot be assumed that Nybster is a broch. First, survey of other Atlantic roundhouses in
and around Sinclair Bay - previously classed as ‘brochs’ - also show no evidence of intra-mural stairs
etc, for example at Whitegate (Anderson 1901: 127-30, fig 11; Heald, Cavers and Barber
forthcoming). Whilst preservation may be an issue this emerging pattern may hint at another form
of Atlantic roundhouse being used in north-east Caithness. Interestingly, both Nybster and Whitegate
have far smaller interiors than other brochs in the area.
4.13 Second, although serious modification is plausible, one has to consider why other sites less than a
mile away from Nybster: Whitegate, Keiss Road and Keiss Harbour (Anderson 1901: 131-9, figs 1416), – which have also been truncated and modified - do show typical broch features such as
chambers, passages and intra-mural galleries at ground-floor level. This ground-floor pattern is a
wider phenomenon seen across many Caithness sites, for example at Yarrows (Anderson 1890: 13142, fig 1) and Ousdale (MacKay 1892: fig 1). If Nybster was a broch it is extremely unlikely that all
traces of intra-mural features would have been removed by later modifications. Work by the authors
at Yarrows show that even significant modifications in later centuries still leave traces of some intramural broch features.
4.14 Finally, although the roundhouse wall at Nybster is unusually thick, and provides one of the highest
percentage wall base ratios of any Atlantic roundhouse, it is extremely unlikely that the coarse
boulder and brash infilled lower coursing of Nybster (irrespective of it being solid-based or
otherwise) could have supported another 10.5 metres of superstructure.
4.15 It is highly likely, therefore, that Nybster was never a broch. It may, therefore, be a Simple Atlantic
roundhouse. Early to mid-first millennium BC northern Scotland is marked by the construction of
these monuments with numerous examples known from Orkney (Sharples 1984; Renfrew 1979;
Lowe 1998). Caithness has one probable example at Cnoc Stanger (Mercer 1996). In Argyll there is a
suggestion that similar sites may exist among the poorly-defined mass of heterogenic ‘duns’, with
Rahoy perhaps an example (Gilmour 2002: 56). Scholars have suggested that these sites may have
been the homes of important individuals, with the substantial houses projecting high status and the
isolation of the resident household from the broader community and from nature (e.g. Hingley 1992:
39). Gilmour (2002: 56) suggests that ‘…in view of the lack of evidence to the contrary these simple
walled roundhouses are generally considered to be single storey buildings and may represent the
development of distinct social hierarchies’.
Cellular outbuildings

4.16 6 outbuildings at Nybster can be classed as cellular buildings under the normal Iron Age
nomenclature. Of those excavated, all have similar attributes, for example central areas with hearths
and usually tanks, and a series of conjoining cells, usually demarcated by edge-set slabs creating a
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kerb. This undoubtedly represents a significant and intentional combination of functional units. Such
structures can be paralleled on a number of Atlantic Scottish sites.
4.17 Complex Atlantic roundhouses were the culmination of a millennium of architectural development.
But this architectural repertoire was suddenly and dramatically transformed during the first half of
1st millennium AD. On many sites, brochs and/or complex Atlantic roundhouses and associated
settlements were abandoned, at least in their original form. Although various types of structures
were built and used during this post-broch period up until the Norse incursions, predominance is
normally given to discussions of cellular buildings like those found at Nybster.
4.18 Recent excavations at Loch na Beirgh, Lewis, provide an informative post-broch settlement sequence
where many, if not all, of the cellular attributes found across Atlantic Scotland are present on one
site (see Harding & Gilmour 2000). The cellular sequence is divided into at least nine separate
phases. The early Pictish period cellular phase is characterised by a series of cellular structures,
mostly single celled, but including one which exhibits an apparently ‘shamrock’ shape. Although no
other Atlantic site has as many cellular phases stratigraphically sealed one on top of another, some of
these broader first millennium trajectories can be mirrored in other areas. For example, excavations
at Buckquoy uncovered figure-of-eight buildings overlying shamrock buildings (Ritchie 1977). The
similarities between the Beirgh ‘shamrock’ and those from Gurness, Orkney are striking (Harding
2004: 265-7; fig 10.7) and to this list we could add various structures at Howe, Brough of Birsay,
Orkney, Scalloway, Shetland, Wag of Forse, Caithness, Eilean Olabhat, North Uist, and Bostadh, Lewis
(ibid., 164-5, figs 4-5). These buildings are built into pre-existing structures; others surround brochs,
others stand alone. They were often subterranean, built into either wind blown sand or into the
debris of earlier settlement, or clad externally with thick layers of earth or turf1. Many of the bottom
courses of these buildings consisted of small vertical uprights supporting courses of small stones
above. The similarities of many of these cellular buildings with the Nybster outbuildings are obvious.
4.19 Until recently most commentators believed that many, if not all, of the aforementioned cellular
buildings dated to no earlier than the mid-first millennium AD. For example, Buteux (1997: 53)
believed that, ‘…various strands of evidence combine to indicate that the [Skaill] roundhouse was
occupied in the early centuries of the Christian era, and that its occupation came to end sometime
between AD400 and AD 600’. The majority of the early cellular buildings from Berigh were also
believed to date to around the middle of the first millennium AD (Gilmour 2000: 163). The later

1

Broadly part of this scheme are also sites like Pool and Skaill in Orkney. At Pool the period between the 4th to the 8th centuries AD
withnessed the erection, development and ultimate destruction of a series of cellular buildings. The sequence started with a paired
settlement, structures 18 and 19, and expanded into a complex of at least seven structures (18-24) (Hunter 2007: 83). The roundhouse
(Structure 18) emerged as the focal structure within the fourth or fifth century AD (Hunter 1997: 7, 12; 2007, 112). It was not constructed
as a free-standing edifice but as a part-underground structure dug into Neolithic deposits. The building had a single wall skin, faced on the
inside which also acted as a revetment against the surrounding Neolithic deposits. The structure conjoined a smaller chamber (Structure
19) which may have been a working annex. Both structures operated as a paired unit for some time, presumably in a farmstead capacity
(Hunter 2007: 112). This conjoining of a roundhouse and annex can be paralleled at Skaill, Orkney, designated Site 6 (Level 2). Although
Gelling thought of the roundhouse as representing a free-standing enclosure this is contentious and attempts to establish the precise form
of the wall(s) fail for the lack of evidence (Buteux 1997: 43). The roundhouse is apparently associated with an annexe. Although it was
assumed that the annex was a workshop attached to the principal roundhouse residence there is really no good evidence for this. Harding
(2004: 282) suggests that both roundhouses at Skaill and Pool with their smaller circular annexes or workshops may anticipate the more
formal figure-of-eight-plans of the later first millennium AD’ (Harding 2004: 282).
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Pictish-period occupation, which culminates in the figure-of-eight, or ‘ventral’ house, dates to around
the seventh and eighth centuries AD (see Harding & Gilmour 2000: 14; Harding 2004: 263-5).
4.20 However, the excavations at Beirgh also suggested that certain forms of cellular buildings were
constructed earlier, in the first half of the first millennium AD, possibly as far back as the 3rd centuries
AD. Similarly, the Kebsiter house, which stood alongside earlier, but still occupied, Iron Age houses,
had gone out of use before AD400 (Owen & Lowe 1999: 149). Therefore the aforementioned cellular
buildings, particularly, the ‘shamrock’ and ‘figure-of-eight’ buildings, are important but they were
only types within a wider tradition (see Gilmour 2000: 161-7; 2005: 79; see Parker-Pearson &
Sharples 1999: 359-60; Harding & Gilmour 2000: Gilmour 2000). As some of the Nybster cellular
buildings (particularly OB4 and OB11) appear to exhibit some similarities to the buildings at, for
example, Eilean Olabhat, Beirgh and Gurness, it has been reasonable to assume that the Nybster
cellular buildings also date to between the 3rd to 8th centuries AD.
4.21 However, the Nybster buildings also have similarities to outbuildings found on Orcadian broch
‘villages’ that conceivably date to before the 3rd centuries AD. For example, OB4 is very similar to the
building on the western edge of the Howe broch (early Phase VI). Many of the Nybster cellular
buildings would also be at home within Lingro and Gurness broch ‘villages’. As explained above, the
Nybster examples, like the Howe and Gurness buildings, have a living area, with hearth, oven, stonelined tank, and subsidiary cells. The ubiquitous tabular flagstones are commonly set on edge to
subdivide activity areas or to create furnishings, and occasionally are used on edge together with
horizontal coursings in the construction of cell walls. As Harding (2009: 180) states, ‘…though these
buildings [at Howe, Gurness and Lingro] could certainly be described as cellular, they are not
exclusively or even predominantly ‘circular’ or ‘sub-circular’. The same could be said of some, if not
all, of the Nybster outbuildings OB2, OB4 and OB11.
4.23 The radiocarbon dates for Nybster are, of course, relevant. The six dates from various floor levels
and/or structures all form a very tight unit. One date, from [2030], suggests that the earliest floor of
OB2 west was being used between the 2nd centuries BC and 1st century AD. The remaining five dates
suggest that OB2 West; OB2 East and OB4 were all used between the 1st and 3rd centuries AD. The
structural similarities of these outbuildings, and the tight radiocarbon dates, support the suggestion
that we should view all of these as being broadly contemporary. Further, that many structures share
walls suggests that these buildings were constructed as a group. For example, OB11 shares a wall with
outbuildings 6 and 7, OB6, the roundhouse to the north of the promontory, in turn appears to share a
wall with the complex of OB10 to the W, again suggesting contemporaneity. The pattern of wallsharing is also seen at OB2 east and OB4.

Nybster – a nucleated village?

4.24 The radiocarbon dates, the structural similarities to other sites, and the shared walls appear to
suggest that many of the Nybster outbuildings form a coherent and contemporary group. This may
suggest, therefore, that Nybster may either be a broch village – vis a vis Gurness or Howe - or what
Foster (1990) calls a ‘roundhouse with external settlement’.
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4.25 There has been considerable debate of the dating of the broch ‘village’ settlements at Gurness and
Howe (see Harding 2009: 178 for overview). The Howe excavators believed that the aforementioned
‘cellular’ buildings dated to between 1st to 4th centuries AD. However, Gilmour (2000: 157) and Armit
(2003: 95) believe they are earlier, dating to the turn of the first millennium BC. Dating of Gurness is
problematic but Harding’s assessment (ibid, 180) of a span somewhere in the opening centuries of
the 1st millennium AD, since it is superseded by the later cellular and ‘shamrock’ phases, seems
reasonable. These earlier dates may be supported by broch sites in Shetland where there are
ephemeral hints of cellular buildings that may also date to the first half of the 1st millennium AD,
houses 8 and 1 from Scalloway being pertinent examples (Sharples 1998). The outbuildings at
Clickhimin and Jarlshof may also fit into this trajectory (see Harding 2009. 181-2 for a useful summary
of cellular buildings that may date to the first half of the 1st millennium AD). Against this backdrop it is
reasonable to suggest that Nybster may also be a broch village.
4.26 That said, many scholars have highlighted that there is still some confusion as to whether all external
settlements were contemporary with the original roundhouses they enclose. Because the
organisation at some, for example, Gurness and Howe, Orkney, is particularly systematic and almost
radial in form, many believe this indicates contemporary planning and construction (Hedges 1987;
1990; Foster 1989b; Barrett & Foster 1991; Ballin Smith 1994). Others argue that the sequence is
more complicated, with some of the outbuildings perhaps related to secondary occupation of the
roundhouse after it had been substantially altered (MacKie 1994; Gilmour 2000: 159). Sites that look
the same (e.g. Gurness and Howe) need not follow the same trajectory. MacKie (1994) accepts that
the village at Howe may be contemporary with the roundhouse, whereas at Gurness he believes it is
later. Further problems affect the roundhouse complexes with smaller external settlements, as in, for
example, Caithness, which fall into Foster’s (1989b: 36) ‘non-radial’ class. She argues that these sites
may have arisen earlier in the roundhouse development scheme, as at Crosskirk, where outbuildings
may predate the 1st / 2nd centuries AD. Regionality plays an important part: such a tradition may be
peculiar to Caithness (Foster 1989b, 36). A further complication is that many sites continued to be a
focus for occupation well into the second half of the first millennium AD, well after the
monumentality of the central roundhouse became redundant.
The Early Historic Period

4.27 Radiocarbon dates suggest that the monumental ditch was still being filled in during the middle of
the first millennium AD. It is reasonable, therefore, to assume that the promontory was still being
used, in some form, during the Early Historic period.
4.28 The stone settings encountered in the post-collapse rubble of the rampart are consistent with a
recurring pattern in Caithness of the insertion of graves into abandoned later prehistoric
monuments. Graves of later Pictish or Viking date were encountered during antiquarian excavations
at Achingale (PSAS 1873: 183), Brounaban (Anderson 1890: 142), Old Stirkoke (ibid: 143), Wester
('Castle Linglas', Anderson 1901), Keiss Road and Thrumster Mains (Mackie 2007: 448), among
others. Although no human bone was identified in the examples excavated at Nybster in 2011, the
morphology of the structures strongly supports their interpretation as cists. There is, nonetheless,
variability in the morphology of these structures. Setting [5019], at the N end of the trench, would fit
most closely the definition of a long-cist, with approximately the accepted dimensions and depth.
The deepest setting, [5068], is quite different in style, being square in plan and with a two-tiered
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construction. This style of cist may be similar to that of Grave 10 at Ackergill Links, where two cists
were apparently superimposed (Edwards 1927: 199-200). It is unfortunate that nothing was obtained
from any of the stone settings that would allow confidence to be placed in their interpretation, but
on the basis of the pattern of post-broch burial in the county and the broad similarity of form, this
seems the most plausible explanation at this stage. With the taphonomic difficulties of grave fills
accepted, the analysis of the pottery recovered from the fills of these features may give some broad
indication of date.
4.29 It is possible to suggest that during the later first millennium AD, Nybster was used solely in a nondomestic way, as a place of burial and remembrance -but we must remember OB3. This building
probably has its closest parallels with structures like the similarly apsidal ended west building at the
Howe phase 8 (Ballin-Smith 1994: 96-7). The excavator at the Howe compared these buildings to the
wags of Caithness (Ballin-Smith 1994: 116; Smith 1990: 37), a comparison which would also stand at
Nybster, though the physical similarities of this building to structure 3 in the Norse phases at
Buckquoy should also be noted (Ritchie 1977: 184).

Recent History

4.30 Sir Francis Tress Barry’s excavations aside, the most obvious impact of modern activity on the site has
been the construction of the original Mervyn Tower. The monument, located immediately to the E of
the Atlantic roundhouse entrance, has overlain much of the entrance passage depicted on
Nicholson’s plan and most of the celled roundhouse OB8. There is also a conspicuous space between
OB8 and OB4, apparently untouched by Tress Barry’s investigations, which may well contain further
buildings. Despite the majority of the monument being moved off the site to its current location to
the west of the rampart in the 1980s, a large quantity of spoil from the core of the monument still
remains, and the extent of the damage to the underlying archaeology is unknown. It is very possible
that structures beneath the monument core are relatively unharmed, and that the majority of the
damage inflicted on the site was caused by the removal of stones from OB11, 9 and 8 for the
monument’s initial construction.
4.31 The numerous horizontal slabs located across the site, often spanning ditches and walls, were
demonstrated to be modern additions - perhaps wheelbarrow runs for Tress Barry’s workmen or for
the 1980s moving of the monument - when a large piece of modern wire, probably from an
agricultural implement, was found under the supporting stones of two large slabs providing access
over the outer ditch onto the surface of the outwork.

Passing the time at Nybster
4.32 Although the Nybster artefactual and ecofactual assemblages are small in comparison to the majority
of Iron Age sites in the Northern and Western Isles the assemblage is still a valuable resource in the
interpretation of the site.
Food Processing and consumption
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4.33 The great majority of the finds from Nybster are associated with everyday life, particularly food
processing and consumption. This is true of all of the pottery and the large majority of stone objects.
These finds, and the ecofactual remains, illustrate that the inhabitants of Nybster were farmers,
fishermen, herders and gatherers. Querns and rubbers talk of food production and processing, and
the numerous limpet and whelk shells and the spatulate bone tools were associated with marine
resources.
Recreation and leisure
4.34 A few objects give insight into the past times of the Nybster inhabitants. The gaming pieces hint at
games being played, possibly on gaming boards similar to the one found at Keiss. The bone pin, spiral
finger ring, stone, glass and serpentine beads talk of ornamentation and jewellery. The mould and
crucible (see below) may also suggest that the inhabitants may have made some of the metal
objects.
Industry and craft
4.35 Numerous tools also indicate that the Nybster inhabitants utilised the rich resources around then in
the production and executions of various crafts, including leatherworking, bone working, and the
textile and ceramic industries. Although, no ferrous slag was found a number of objects – the strikea-light, the pumice, the whetstones and the anvils – suggest intermittent use and sharpening of iron
objects.
4.36 The mould and crucible fragments, associated with non-ferrous metalworking, are notable finds from
Nybster. Analysis of non-ferrous metalworking debris from Atlantic Scotland from c 200BC to AD300
(Heald 2005) suggested that only certain high status sites had evidence for non-ferrous
metalworking. In the northern Isles, it was argued that the majority were on sites that had nucleated
roundhouse settlements or ‘broch villages’. It was argued that this period saw major changes in the
structural record which appeared to have been linked to new social trajectories and issues of
identity. It was argued that non-ferrous metalworking played a pivotal role in this cycle. However,
concern may have been less with the finished products than with the perceived social use of the
smith by emerging power groups who were looking for various forms of legitimisation. This process
was probably linked to the symbolic and transformational attributes of the smith’s work. Because of
this metalworking was confined largely to nucleated roundhouses or hillforts which we can now see
not just as central places or the homes of high status individuals but as multi-functional units
concerned with economic, social, political, religious, ritual and cosmological practices. The
inhabitants were involved in a process by which individuals (smiths) and resources (metal) from
‘outside’ were brought ‘inside’ their society, where resources were transformed, both materially and
symbolically, in order to meet local ideological needs. With this in mind it is useful to consider the
final artefactual evidence from Nybster: the Roman finds.
Roman finds and beyond
4.37 The Samian pottery found during the 19th century excavations demonstrate that the inhabitants of
Nybster were able to access important goods during the Iron Age, aside from non-ferrous
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metalworking. Exotic and Roman finds in northern mainland Scotland, particularly from Caithness,
still number only a handful and this must indicate that only certain sites were able to access goods
such as Roman items and glass (see Heald & Jackson 2001). Together then with the non-ferrous
metalworking these exotic finds may suggest that Nybster may have been of some standing in the
area.
4.38 Whilst the simplistic equation of Roman finds as invariable status indicators is being questioned,
particularly in Lowland Scotland (Hunter 2001), there is a long held belief that Roman finds were
objects of some status in Atlantic Scotland (Robertson 1970). Thus, in the past the assumption that
nucleated settlements were lived in by important figures made it unsurprising that these people
could obtain status items such as Roman goods. Although wider analysis of the find spots of Roman
material across Atlantic Scotland suggests that certain sites had preferential access (Hunter 2001) it is
possible, like non-ferrous metalworking, these finds tell us far more about the way objects and crafts
helped create and maintain identity in the Middle Iron Age. It has been hypothesised that nucleated
roundhouses were not just central places or the homes of high status individuals but places where
symbolic and powerful objects were acquired and transformed. It has been suggested that these
sites were magnets for important practices circulating at the time, which were as much symbolic as
they were economic. It is possible that Roman objects acted in a similar way at places like Nybster?
With few exceptions (e.g. Hunter 2001) the question of why Roman objects ended up in Atlantic
Scotland is rarely asked. What was their role in the local cultural system? Various suggestions may be
suggested, such as ‘trade’, ‘economy’, ‘prestige-goods’, ‘bribes’ or ‘war booty’ but in the light of what
has been said before perhaps an alternative can be suggested.
4.39 Helms (1993) and Hedeager (2001, 482-3) highlight that it is unlikely that any prehistoric society ever
saw activities and goods associated with remote distances or peoples in a neutral light. Whether
crafted or uncrafted they all had to pass through the boundary between the unfamiliar world
(outside) into the familiar world (inside) of a given society. Helms argues that places ‘out there’ are
represented by two closely related axes: a horizontal one (the geographical distance) and a vertical
one (the cosmological distance). The central point is that objects acquired from beyond the confines
of everyday society are fixed in both of these distances which combine to make symbolically charged
objects, powerful objects to whoever acquires them. In other words, that you could get these objects
at all may have been more important than for what they were used. In this light the acquisition of
objects from afar represents more than unequal access to objects of economic worth; they embody
the ability to garner information about strange places, peoples and things. As in the words of
Hedeager (2001, 483):
'In order to comprehend how a Roman vessel – or a cowrie shell – may become a more
powerful object than a locally made iron spear, we have to regard power not merely as a
function exercised by people, but also an entity or quality that may be acquired or
accumulated, and as an existential reality that may be connected to wealth or weapons,
but also to other objects. In this sense power is a spiritual energy enabling an individual
to interact with the forces of the natural and supernatural world. Objects obtained from
‘outside’ tend to channel and concentrate such energy, and the individual in possession
of such goods will become associated with the power with which these objects are
infused.'
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4.40

This perspective obviously has a strong correlation with the arguments set out above for nonferrous metalworking where smiths are liminal figures credited with supernatural powers, the
practice is an act of creation, involving communication with components outside the normative
areas of everyday life. The association of exotic goods and non-ferrous metalworking on nucleated
settlements like Nybster begins to make sense beyond economic arguments. Again, concern here is
not with disputing the relationship between Roman finds and/or metalworking with individuals of
high status. Rather it is with emphasising that by obtaining such goods and services the individual
groups were involved in a process by which resources from ‘outside’, either in a geographical or
cosmological sense, were brought into their society, where they were used to legitimise local
politics.

4.41 Interestingly, there is a further link between Roman goods and metalworking. Analysis of the
crucibles and moulds of the Middle Iron Age (Heald 2005) – including from nearby Keiss Harbour demonstrates that many of the crucibles have very high readings of zinc when analysed. While there
are problems with interpreting EDXRF spectra it is none-the-less clear that where significant amounts
of zinc are present the metal is more than likely to have originated from metal ultimately from the
Roman metal pool (Dungworth 1996, 410-411; 1998a & b). While it is impossible to be sure what
form this material took, or indeed, how many times it had been re-cycled and re-used, the suggestion
that native smiths used metal of Roman origin is supported by the consistent recovery of other
Roman material on sites where they worked. With this in mind, it is worth returning to the discussion
of Allasdale, South Uist. A brooch, incorrectly identified as one derived from an Aesica type (Young
1953, 100; F. Hunter pers. comm.), was recovered from the base of pier 4 in the wheelhouse.
Analysis by Coghlan (in Young 1953) demonstrated that the brooch was a leaded quaternary alloy
with an appreciable inclusion of zinc (ibid.). Coghlan suggests that ‘…if actually cast on the islands,
metal of continental origin was re-used for the manufacture of this find. Looking at the rather artless
manner of the workmanship, it seems possible that valued scrap metal may have been re-fashioned
by an island craftsman’ (ibid.).
4.42 It is unrealistic to view these patterns simply as an example of a conscious rejection of Roman
material culture by natives living in Caithness. It seems nonsensical to suggest that the natives
wanted Roman goods merely to melt them down. Intact Roman goods from Atlantic Scotland are
well attested, such as the bowls from nearby Helmsdale, Sutherland and the suggestion that natives
acquired Roman goods only to chop them up seems inherently unlikely. However, at the same time,
the smiths in and around Caithness were clearly using Roman metal within their work. Perhaps this
suggests that patterns manifested in the later period of natives obtaining chopped up Roman metal
took place earlier and are now, thanks to reanalysis of sites in and around the Sinclair foreshore,
archaeologically more visible.

Conclusion
4.56 The excavations at Nybster have added a new dimension to our understandings of the Caithness Iron
Age. It now appears that the first development on site was the building of a promontory enclosure,
sometime between the Middle Bronze Age and the turn of the first millennia BC/AD. At some point
during the 1st and 4th centuries the promontory was expanded in size with parts modified to include a
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possible blockhouse. It is likely that this was done when the Atlantic roundhouse – or broch – was
being used. It is still not possible to be sure whether the central roundhouse at Nybster is a broch but
it now seems that many, if not all, of the cellular buildings that cling to the roundhouse were used
during the first few centuries AD. Whilst it is impossible to be certain, one can suggest that it is likely
that at least some were in use when the roundhouse was in use. It is impossible to say whether this
relates to primary occupation. Later, presumably after many of the domestic structures had been
abandoned, the site was used as a place of burial, possibly during the mid to late first millennium AD.
The impressive, monumental ditch was still being filled in during the 5th and 6th centuries AD.
4.57 Supported by the recovery of Roman finds, jewellery and non-ferrous metalworking debris there can
be little doubt that Nybster was one of, if not the, most important site in the area, probably for at
least two thousand years.
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Nybster Broch 2011: Appendix 1, Plant Macrofossils
Jackaline Robertson

Abstract
Seventy three bulk soil samples collected from the
excavation at Nybster Broch, Caithness were
submitted for bulk processing and environmental
analysis. The charred macroplant assemblage was
small and poorly preserved. The assemblage was
dominated by cereal caryopses with hulled barley
(Hordeum vulgare L.) and barley (Hordeum sp)
(barley) the most common species present. The only
other charred plant remains were a small quantity
of weed taxa, burnt peat and seaweed remains. The
main research agenda of this study is to place the
environmental evidence recovered from Nybster
Broch within a wider Atlantic context. However
modern contamination was extensive and this
coupled with earlier archaeological excavations
could feasibly undermine the taphonomical security
of the environmental evidence. This could
potentially limit its usefulness into understanding
how plants were exploited at Nybster Broch.
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Factual data
27 bulk soil samples from season 1 and a further 46 from season 2 were submitted for sample
processing for the extraction of environmental and artefactual remains. The features processed
included floor layers, burnt deposits, occupation layers, Pictish cists, plough soil, hearth, quarry and
rubble debris. The Broch was dated to the prehistoric (Iron age) period and had undergone continual
rebuilding. After the structures abandonment it was suspected that several cist burials possibly
Pictish in date had been cut into the structure, although no human remains were recovered. Of the
73 samples processed, 35 were found to contain charred macroplant remains. The macroplant
assemblage was small and poorly preserved and was dominated by barley (hordeum sp) along with
smaller quantities of oat (avena sp), wheat (triticum sp) and indeterminate cereal caryopses. A small
quantity of weed taxa was recovered and these were typically agricultural contaminants, although
potentially useful plants such as heather (Calluna vulgaris L) and seaweed were recovered. The only
other charred material identified was small fragments of peat. Modern contamination including
roots, plant material and insect remains were present in all samples in large quantities.
The results are summarised by area. Given the small size of the assemblage specific questions such
as diet; economic importance of useful species; the local environment; exploitation of the
surrounding landscape and how this assemblage can contribute to a greater understanding of the
archaeological nature of this site will be addressed as far as possible, although interpretation of the
surviving evidence will be limited. Nybster Broch will be placed in context by comparing these
findings with other sites of a similar date and location.
Methodology
Samples were processed in their entirety in laboratory conditions using a floatation method designed
to retrieve charred macroplant remains (cf. Kenward et al. 1980). The sediment consisted of a
brown/grey sandy/clay which did not require any pre-treatment. All plant macrofossils were
subsequently examined at magnifications of x10 and up to x100 where necessary to aid
identification. Identifications were confirmed using modern reference material and seed atlases
stored at AOC Edinburgh (Cappers et al 2006; Jacomet 2006).
Results
The results are presented in Table A.1. Charred Macroplant Assemblage
The charred macroplant assemblage was small and poorly preserved. Charred macro remains were
recovered from 35 contexts. The plant assemblage was concentrated in area 2000, in particular
context (2024) were over a hundred barley caryopses were recovered. This is in contrast to the
remaining 34 contexts where no more than thirty cereal caryopses were identified and in most cases
this number did not exceed 10 caryopses. This is a good indicator that the remains recovered from
(2024) are the result of insitu deposition where as those recovered from other features particularly
those from area 5000 may have suffered a higher degree of disturbance which has resulted in the redeposition of material.
All 73 samples were found to contain large quantities of modern contamination such as plant
material, worms, worm capsules, fly puparia, beetles, insect eggs and megaspores. The presence of
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rodent remains within the animal bone assemblage such as rat is a good indication that animal
burrowing has also contributed to disturbing these features. It is also possible given the coastal and
open location of this site that soil erosion has further contributed to bio-turbation and re-deposition
of material within contexts.

Discussion
Area 2000
Eight contexts sampled from area 2000 produced charred macroplant remains. The features
consisted of floor layers, a midden deposit, occupation deposit and burnt layers. Context (2024)
described as a burnt layer contained the largest concentration of hulled barley remains. A significant
proportion of these caryopses were noticeably smaller than expected and had a shrivelled
appearance. This could have occurred during the original charring process, although it is more
probable these remains were already undersized at the time of harvesting. This could be an indicator
of deliberate early harvesting of premature crops or a poor growing season.
The midden deposit (2011) located above (2024) was found to contain 30 cereal caryopses and these
are probably representative of insitu deposition. The only cereal chaff fragment was also recovered
from this area. However as only a single fragment was identified it is unlikely this location was used
for drying, processing or storing unprocessed grain. The weed seeds recovered consisted of arable
taxa which typically grow along side cultivated crops and these were probably introduced to the site
accidently along with the grain as a contaminant
Area 4000
Twelve contexts from area 4000 were found to contain only small quantities of charred macroplants.
Unlike area 2000 there was no evidence of deliberate disposal of material within specific contexts.
This could either be interpreted as this area having experienced significantly more disturbance that
has resulted in the removal of evidence or alternatively it was not used for storage and food
preparation. The features identified in this part of the excavation included floor layers, hearths, peat
ash layers and rubble. There is no evidence that these hearths were used to dry grain or prepare
food. Nor were the nearby burnt layers found to contain cereal waste in any significant quantities.
The weed taxa recovered from this area was minimal and was dominated by chickweed a common
agricultural weed. Chickweed has been used to supplement both human and animal diets particularly
in times of famine but there is no evidence that this occurred here.
Area 5000 Section
Fifteen samples from area 5000 had small quantities of cereal caryopses and weed taxa along with
potentially useful plants such as heather and seaweed. The features included plough soil, redeposited natural, quarry debris, occupation layers and cists believed to be Pictish in origin. The
remains recovered from this part of the site were minimal and are the most likely to represent redeposited remains. The presence of heather is not surprising as this plant is a common find in the
surrounding landscape. Among its many uses is as fuel and a dye plant. As only a single leaf/stem was
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recovered there is no clear evidence to argue that heather was being deliberately gathered. It could
equally be an accidental inclusion within the peat, which does appear to have been used as a fuel.
A single seaweed capsule was recovered but given the sites close proximity to the sea this is hardly
surprising. Seaweed has been used as a fuel source, and certain species of seaweed are edible. As
only a single capsule fragment was recovered it is not possible to argue that it was utilised in any of
these capacities. It is more likely to represent re deposited material in a single context where no
other charred finds were recovered.
There is no evidence that the charred macroplant recovered from the cist deposits represent in situ
remains as these are either disturbed finds from the earlier iron age features, or are accidental
inclusions when the cists were cut into the abandoned Broch. It is unlikely that this material was
deliberately deposited within the cists when they were originally created and are probably intrusive
and of little interpretive value.
Comparision
The economic importance of barley as the major cereal crop in Caithness and the islands has been
noted at other excavations in Crosskirk, Caithness, Pool Orkney, Cnip Lewis, Beleshare North Uist and
Hornish point South Uist (Dickson and Dickson 1984; Bond 2007; Church et al 2006; Jones 2003). This
is due to the climate and growing conditions present in this region which favours barley. The barley
recovered from Nybster Broch was dominated by the hulled variety and the presence of asymmetric
caryopses is indicative of six row barley. There was no evidence of naked barley at the broch and this
pattern of dependence on six row hulled barley is consistent with the other sites in Caithness and the
islands.
The barley present in context 2024 was noticeably shrivelled and similar examples have been
recorded at the excavation in Pool, Orkney (Bond 2003 106). This could be due to either poor
growing conditions or a deliberate strategy to harvest crops early (Bond 2003 106). As only a small
quantity of material was recovered in this condition it is difficult to argue whether it was due to
inadequate growing conditions or a deliberate agricultural risk management strategy.
Direct comparison of Nybster Broch with contemporary island sites can be difficult as to a certain
extent these locations are artificial environments. Unlike mainland sites, island ecologies are more
controlled by the inhabitants in terms of what plant species are introduced either deliberately or
accidently.
Conclusion
The charred macroplant assemblage recovered from Nybster Broch is typical of the prehistoric period
in Caithness. Barley is the dominant cereal crop cultivated in this location and forms the main plant
food resource for the inhabitants of this Broch. The single oat caryopsis could not be identified as
either the cultivated or wild variety. The oat is probably a contaminate growing along side the main
barley crop and was accidently brought to site. The wheat could have been cultivated although on a
much smaller scale than the barley. It is equally probable that the wheat was either a contaminate
or could have been traded by outsiders. The recovery of artefacts such as melon beads does indicate
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that trade was established on some scale and this could have included food resources such as wheat
which was introduced this way rather than grown locally on a large scale.
The weed seeds recovered such as the corn spurrey, knotgrass and chickweed are all typical
contaminates of agricultural crops which tend to favour acidic sandy type soils. There is no evidence
that any of these remains were deliberately harvested or brought to site as anything but accidental
inclusions of cereal crops. The small quantity of weed taxa along with only a single cereal chaff
fragment indicates that the crops were processed elsewhere prior to being transported to the broch.
The potentially useful plants such as the heather, grass and seaweed do have important economic
uses. Given the small quantity of material recovered it is difficult to establish its role within the
economy of this site, if any. Heather and grass can be used in a multitude of capacities such as fuel,
thatching, bedding and insulation. Certain species of seaweed are edible and it can also be utilised as
a fuel source. The heather and seaweed were both recovered from area 5000 from features
associated with quarrying rubble and a cist cut. These finds appear to be re-deposited or disturbed
material rather than representing in situ remains. As such the seaweed and heather may have been
introduced to the site after the Broch was abandoned. Nor were the heather and seaweed found in
any significant quantity which would reflect intentional gathering and use of these plants. The grass
caryopses are scattered through out the Broch with no evidence of deliberate disposal. Instead this
material probably represents plants growing near or on the site which have been accidently charred.
The charred macroplant assemblage recovered from Nybster Broch is typical of the prehistoric period
in Caithness. There is a clear reliance on barley in particular hulled barley as the major economic
crop. The agricultural weed taxa are representative of a landscape dominated by an acidic/sandy soil.
Nybster Broch appears to have been used primarily as a domestic setting rather than as an
agricultural site as there is no surviving archaeobotanical evidence it was used to process grain or
store unprocessed grain on any significant scale. What can be established is that the inhabitants of
Nybster Broch like similar sites in Caithness and the islands relied on hulled barley as a major
component of their diet.
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Table A.1: The macroplant assemblage. All plant remains were recorded using a four point semi-quantitative scale of abundance.
Taxonomic order and nomenclature for plants follow Tutin et al (1964-80)

Column1

Column2

Column3

Column4

Context
Cut

4022

Area
Sample Vol (l)
Flot Vol (ml)

4023

4024

Plant part

Hordeum vulgare L.
Hordeum sp(p).

hulled barley
barley

caryopsis/es
caryopsis/es

cf Triticum sp(p).
Avena sp(p).

wheat

caryopsis/es

oat

caryopsis/es

Cerealia indet

cereals
chaff

caryopsis/es
chaff

knotgrass
sheep's sorrel
common chickweed
chickweed
corn spurrey
meadow/creeping/bulbous
buttercup
Heather
crowberry
rushes

fruit(s)
fruit(s)
seed(s)
seed(s)
seed(s)

4028

Column
9

4031

4039

100

1
1

Column11

4040
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200

4

1

9

4

<10

40

Peat ashH

5

23
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40

10

2

8

|

4044

10

1
|

Column10

Burnt
deposit

A-H

achene(s)
leaf(s)
seed(s)
seed)s)
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Column
8

T8
OB04

30

Common name

Column7

Burnt
area

Phase 1

Vernacular name

Ranunculus sp
Calluna vulgaris L.
Empetrum sp(p).
Juncus sp(p).

Column
6

Floor
layer

Feature

Polygonum aviculare
agg.
Rumex acetosella L
Stellaria media L.
Stellaria sp(p).
Spergula arvensis L.

Column
5

1
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cf Poa annua L.
Carex sp(p).

annual meadow-grass
sedges
seaweed

Indet
Fungal sclerotia

caryopsis/es
nutlet(s)
capsule
Seed/fruit/ache
ne
sclerotia

Context
Cut
Feature
Area
Sample Vol (l)
Flot Vol (ml)

Hearth

3

4050

Plant part

Hordeum vulgare L.
Hordeum sp(p).

hulled barley
barley

caryopsis/es
caryopsis/es

cf Triticum sp(p).
Avena sp(p).

wheat

caryopsis/es

oat

caryopsis/es

Cerealia indet

cereals
chaff

caryopsis/es
chaff

knotgrass
sheep's sorrel
common chickweed
chickweed
corn spurrey
meadow/creeping/bulbous
buttercup
Heather
crowberry

fruit(s)
fruit(s)
seed(s)
seed(s)
seed(s)

4051

50

3

1

<10

4053

25

1

5015
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5020

5023

Deposit

Deposit

Tr 7

Tr 7

Tr 7

<10

<10

10

1

1

1

1

1

|

5017

Rubble

1

achene(s)
leaf(s)
seed(s)
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Rubble

15

Common name

Ranunculus sp
Calluna vulgaris L.
Empetrum sp(p).

1

4045

Vernacular name

Polygonum aviculare
agg.
Rumex acetosella L
Stellaria media L.
Stellaria sp(p).
Spergula arvensis L.

1

1
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Juncus sp(p).
cf Poa annua L.
Carex sp(p).

rushes
annual meadow-grass
sedges
seaweed

Indet
Fungal sclerotia

seed)s)
caryopsis/es
nutlet(s)
capsule
Seed/fruit/achene
sclerotia

1
1

Context
Cut

5029

5030

5035

5044

5054

5062

Plough
soil

Quarry
debri

Tr 7
20

Occ

Quern
Stone

Pit

Tr 7

Tr 7

Tr 7

Tr 7

<10

<10

30

<10

Tr 7
10

Vernacular name

Common name

Plant part

Hordeum vulgare L.
Hordeum sp(p).

hulled barley
barley

caryopsis/es
caryopsis/es

3

cf Triticum sp(p).
Avena sp(p).

wheat

caryopsis/es

1

oat

caryopsis/es

1

Cerealia indet

cereals
chaff

caryopsis/es
chaff

1

knotgrass
sheep's sorrel
common chickweed
chickweed
corn spurrey
meadow/creeping/bulbous
buttercup
Heather
crowberry

fruit(s)
fruit(s)
seed(s)
seed(s)
seed(s)

Ranunculus sp
Calluna vulgaris L.
Empetrum sp(p).

5066

5070

5053

Feature
Area
Sample Vol (l)
Flot Vol (ml)

Polygonum aviculare
agg.
Rumex acetosella L
Stellaria media L.
Stellaria sp(p).
Spergula arvensis L.

1

1

1

3
1

P-Cist

Tr7

Tr 7

<10

<10

1

3

1

1
1

1

3

1

achene(s)
leaf(s)
seed(s)
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Juncus sp(p).
cf Poa annua L.
Carex sp(p).

rushes
annual meadow-grass
sedges
seaweed

Indet
Fungal sclerotia

seed)s)
caryopsis/es
nutlet(s)
capsule
Seed/fruit/achene
sclerotia

1
1
2

5072

Feature
Area
Sample Vol (l)
Flot Vol (ml)
Vernacular name

Common name

Plant part

Hordeum vulgare L.
Hordeum sp(p).

hulled barley
barley

caryopsis/es
caryopsis/es

cf Triticum sp(p).
Avena sp(p).

wheat

caryopsis/es

oat

caryopsis/es

Cerealia indet

cereals
chaff

caryopsis/es
chaff

knotgrass
sheep's sorrel
common chickweed
chickweed
corn spurrey
meadow/creeping/bulbous
buttercup
Heather
crowberry
rushes

fruit(s)
fruit(s)
seed(s)
seed(s)
seed(s)

Ranunculus sp
Calluna vulgaris L.
Empetrum sp(p).
Juncus sp(p).

1
1

Context
Cut

Polygonum aviculare
agg.
Rumex acetosella L
Stellaria media L.
Stellaria sp(p).
Spergula arvensis L.

1

5073

5503

Plough
soil

Re deposited natural

Tr 7

Tr 7

Tr 9

<10

<10

<10

1

1

1

1

achene(s)
leaf(s)
seed(s)
seed)s)
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cf Poa annua L.
Carex sp(p).
Indet
Fungal sclerotia

annual meadow-grass
sedges
seaweed

caryopsis/es
nutlet(s)
capsule
Seed/fruit/achene
sclerotia
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Nybster Broch 2011: Appendix 1, Animal Bone
Jackaline Robertson

Abstract
A total of 2228 animal bone fragments collected from
47 contexts were submitted for faunal analysis. 827
fragments were identified to element and species
with a further 1401 unidentifiable fragments
catalogued. The species identified where cattle,
horse, cetacean, sheep/goat, pig, dog, cat, rabbit,
puffin, bird, fish, brown rat, vole/mouse and rodent.
The animal bone assemblage has been catalogued,
with notes on their overall condition, preservation,
age, pathology, butchery and level of fragmentation
noted.
Where possible an effort has been made to evaluate
carcass utilisation, age group and the major
domesticates present.
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Factual data
A total of 1046 bone fragments were collected by hand with a further 1182 fragments recovered from
27 bulk samples which were submitted for faunal analysis from the excavation undertaken at Nybster
Broch, Caithness. The archaeological contexts from which the material derived have been dated to the
Iron Age. These features were identified as middens, burnt deposits, floor deposits, hearth, topsoil, re
deposited natural, Pictish cists, quarry and rubble debris. 827 bone fragments were identified to
element and or species. Species identified were cattle, horse, sheep/goat, pig, cetacean, dog, cat,
rabbit, brown rat, vole/mouse, puffin, bird, fish and rodent. The presence of fish and bird bone within
the assemblage was noted but these remains which consisted mostly of vertebrae and rib are not
discussed further. An effort was made to address such issues such as carcass utilisation, age group and
the dominant major domesticates however only loose conclusions could be drawn given the quantity of
material which could actually be identified to species and element.
The animal bone assemblage was collected both by hand and by processing bulk soil samples. This has
ensured that the assemblage is not biased in favor of the larger more complete bones, as a wide range
of different sized elements from varying species was recovered. This is evidenced by the retrieval of
small fragments such as rodent and fish bone which are typically lost if the only method of collection is
by hand. Poorly preserved bone fragments were also recovered along side more complete well
preserved bone elements. The overall preservation of the bone collected by hand was described as
adequate, while those fragments retrieved through sample processing have typically suffered a higher
degree of fragmentation. The material designated as poorly preserved had experienced taphonomic
damage prior to burial such as burning, staining or weathering.

Methodology
The assemblage was identified to element and species with the aid of skeletal atlases (Hillson 1986;
Schmid 1972) and the reference collection stored at AOC Archaeology Ltd (Edinburgh). Where an
element could not be identified to species, it was instead described as large mammal (cattle / horse /
Sheep/goat/ deer), or small mammal (dog/cat). The results are presented in tables in Table A.2. Table
A.2 details the identifiable elements and species and the following criteria were recorded: context,
feature, element, species, side, fusion state, age, fragmentation, state of preservation and any evidence
of staining on the bone surface.
Both epiphyseal fusion and tooth wear were examined to determine the age of the assemblage (Payne
1973; Silver 1969). The proximal, distal and shaft areas of each fragment was recorded to determine the
level of fragmentation within the assemblage (Dobney et al 1988). Assessing the level of staining used
the following method: no staining was rated “0”; some staining affecting less than 25% of the bone
surface was designated as “1”; less than 50% surface staining was “2”; while 50 – 75% was described as
3” and greater than 75% was rated as “4”. A four point system was used to analysis preservation with
excellent, good, adequate and poor. The assemblage was also examined for butchery marks,
pathologies, bone working, burning and carnivore gnawing. Only those bones found to be intact were
measured (Von Den Driesch 1976).

Results
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Results are catalogued in Table A.2.
The species and the number of fragments identified within the assemblage were cattle (99), horse (1),
cetacean (6), sheep/goat (65), pig (36), dog (9), cat (7), rabbit (4), brown rat (1) vole/mouse (8) and
rodent (108). A further 1523 fragments could only be described as large mammal and 58 as small
mammal. 606 fragments were modified by burning and none of these exceeded 2cm in size. 41 bones
displayed evidence of butchery which consisted off chop marks, shallow skinning, marrow cracking and
saw marks. Two bones had visible evidence of pathologies which may have been caused by lesions or
tumors.

Discussion
Area 2000
608 bone fragments were recovered from nine contexts in area 2000. The remains were concentrated
in contexts (2003) associated with rubble and (2011) a possible midden. The main domesticated species
such as the cattle (33), horse (1), sheep/goat (33) and pig (18) were concentrated in this area. The only
other mammal bones recovered from this location were one cat bone and three rodent bones. The bone
fragments recovered from these features also displayed evidence of burning and butchery. The remains
recovered from this area are dominated by what is traditionally regarded as low value meat bearing
bones such as the foot bones, vertebrae and mandibles.
Area 4000
494 bone fragments were identified in 13 contexts in area 4000 with 47 fragments identified to species,
cattle (28), sheep/goat (8), pig (5) and cetacean (6). The remains were concentrated in context (4023)
with 208 retrieved from this deposit. The fragments recovered from this location were dominated by
low meat value bones such as skull fragments, foot bones, ribs, vertebrates.
Area 5000
1062 bone fragments were retrieved from 25 contexts of which 201 could be identified to species; cattle
(37), sheep/goat (24), pig (13), dog (9), cat (6), rabbit (3), brown rat (1), vole/mouse (8) and rodent
(100). The cat and dog remains were concentrated in 5001 and 5017 which were closely linked to rubble
and quarry debris. The rodent remains were focused in context 5062, although the remainder were
spread through out area 5000. The level of preservation and fragmentation in this area was particularly
poor when compared to the remains recovered from areas 2000 and 4000. This suggests that this part
of the Broch has experienced significantly more damage in terms of re-depostion of material as a result
of previous excavations and animal activity. The preservation of the rodent remains when compared to
the rest of the assemblage was noticeably better and this is a good indicator that these remains are
intrusive rather than representing in situ deposition.
Age
Analysis of fusion epiphyses rates, tooth eruption and tooth wear on the fragments identified as cattle,
sheep/goat and pig revealed the absence of any senile individuals within the assemblage. However
neonates and juveniles were all present in the death assemblage.
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Examination of cattle epiphyses fusion rates reveals that there were no remains younger than thirteen
months and no individuals surviving beyond 3.5 years. Analysis of tooth eruption and wear in a cattle
mandible indicates that this animal was slightly older than thirty months at time of death.
As with the cattle there is no evidence that any sheep/goat lived beyond the age of three. Instead
epiphyseal fusion, tooth eruption and wear, indicate that most of these individuals were slaughtered
after or just before 10 months. One individual in this population expired before six weeks and the eldest
was no older than 1.5 years.
The fusion and tooth wear for the pigs are similar in that there were no senile individuals present. There
was at least one neonate within the assemblage as this individual was certainly younger than seven
weeks before it died. The deciduous teeth had erupted and it is unlikely this pig was a still birth or died
shortly after birth birth. It is more plausible this animal was slaughtered quickly. The remains of such a
young animal could indicate that pigs were bred on site. The remaining pigs appear to have been older
than 4 months, although none were found to be older than 2.5 years.
The cattle, sheep/goat and pig all appear to have been slaughterd before reaching maturity and their
optimum meat size. With regards to the cattle and sheep/goat this mortality profile could be indicative
of a dairy economy or the culling of excess animals before the beginning of winter. The culling of such
young pigs could be due to the need to remove excess animals prior to winter.
Pathology
There was no evidence of any age related pathologies within the assemblage. Instead there were two
small circular depressions on a sheep/goat humerus and a large mammal rib, which did not appear to
have occurred naturally. Instead these could be the result of a malignancy such as a lesion or tumor as
opposed to a physical trauma like a break or fracture.

Bone modification
606 burnt fragments were recovered. These had been burnt at a relatively high temperature with
evidence of blue and white charring. Most burnt fragments did not exceed 2cm in size. None of these
fragments could be identified to element and species.
41 bones had been butchered and these included saw, chop, marrow cracking and skinning marks. A
sheep/goat horn had clearly been sawn to detach it from the skull. Large shallow cut marks typically
associated with skinning and chop marks probably to detach the joint of meat from the carcass were
evident on the foot bones, ribs and vertebrae. A sheep/goat and cattle mandible had both been
butchered using the same method. The sheep/goat mandible from midden context (2011) had been
chopped at a right angle along the ramus and the same butchery technique had been used on the cattle
mandible from context (4000). This could be because the same individual butchered both carcasses or
that this butchery method was commonplace.
Bone modification in the form of animal gnawing was present on three of the cat bones recovered from
context (5001) described as rubble and quarry debris. It was not possible to establish if the cat remains
recovered were domestic or wild species. Given the level of disturbance and re-deposition of material
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within area 5000 it is probable that the cat remains are not insitu and have been gnawed by the rodents
who until recently inhabited the Broch. There was some evidence of weathering and staining on the
bone indicating they had been left exposed prior to burial or had been disturbed later and subsequently
exposed to the elements.
There was no evidence of any extensive bone working or waste associated with bone working having
occurred on site.
Comparison sites
Cattle, sheep/goat and to a lesser extent pig were the economically important species utilized at
Nybster Broch. The same findings have been reported at other sites of a similar date on the mainland
and the islands. The mortality rates noted in the Nybster Broch assemblage are not dissimilar to those
reported in other sites at Crosskirk, Caithness, Pool Orkney, Cnip Lewis, Beleshare North Uist and
Hornish point South Uist (Macartney 1984; Bond 2007; McCormick 2006; Jones 2003 This has been
interpreted as either representing a dairying economy where the young animals are kept alive long
enough to stimulate milk production or as a response to fodder shortages were excess animals were
slaughtered. The evidence for Nybster is not clear cut and it may be that excess male animals were kept
alive long enough to stimulate milk production and then slaughtered prior to winter. It was not possible
to sex the sheep/goat and cattle bones as many were juvenile but there were pig canines which were
clearly male.
The main difference between Nybster Broch and other sites in this region was the absence of identified
wild species such as red deer, whale, seal and otter. This is not to infer these species were not exploited
here, as it is more likely they were simply disposed of elsewhere or have been accidently removed from
the archaeological record during previous archaeological works.
Direct comparison of Nybster Broch with contemporary island sites is difficult as to a certain extent
locations
such as Orkney and Shetland are artificial environments. Unlike mainland sites, island habitats are more
controlled by the populace in terms of which animal species are introduced.
Conclusion
The animal bone recovered from Nybster Broch assemblage while small is still able to provide some
information concerning the species present and the diet enjoyed by the inhabitants of this site. The
species identified are all typical finds for the Iron Age period in Caithness. There is a clear dependence
on cattle and sheep/goat that are the most economically important species and to a lesser extent pig.
There are no senile individuals present within the assemblage, although there are neonates and
juveniles. This could be indicative of a dairying economy which depended on milk and diary products. It
is equally probable that young males were culled early to prolong fodder resources during winter,
particularly if the previous harvest had been poor.
The skeletal elements recovered from the site are varied but there is a predominance of metapodials,
ribs and vertebrae. However the high level of fragmentation and other taphonomic considerations such
as earlier excavations may have permanently removed material from the archaeological record. Given
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the range of bone fragments recovered it is probable that animals were brought to the site on the hoof
and slaughtered and butchered at this location. The near absence of skulls but not mandibles is of
interest but this again could be due to taphonomic factors or that the inhabitants disposed of these
elements elsewhere.
The only wild species recovered was 6 fragments of poorly preserved bone which were cetacean
although they could not be identified further. There is a history of exploitation of both whale and seal
resources in this region. These finds could have been obtained through fishing however these remains
could have been as easily obtained through the exploitation of stranded animals or trade.
The available evidence from this assemblage is somewhat undermined by the high level of
fragmentation and the evidence of disruption and re-depostion affecting area 5000 in particular. What
can be ascertained is that Nybster Broch had access to a range of animals with cattle, sheep/goat and
pig all economically important. The animal husbandry practised at Nybster relied on the culling of young
animals probably to promote a dairy economy and ensure an adequate supply of fodder through out the
winter period. The exploitation of animal resources at Nybster Broch is similar to those previously
recorded at other sites in Caithness and in the islands.
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Table A.2: The identifiable fragments
Key: Size: A=<1cm, B=1-5cm, C=5-10cm, D=10-15cm, E=15-20cm, F=>20cm, Stain: 0= no staining. 1= <25%, 2= <50%, 3=50-70%, 4=70-100%,
Find No

Context

443
455
459
460
467
467
467
468
468
468
474
474
481
482
484
485
485
486
487
487
492
492
495
495
495
495
495
495
495
495
495
497

5000
5000
5000
5000
5000
5000
5000
5001
5001
5001
5012
5012
5001
5011
5001
5001
5001
5001
5000
5000
5001
5001
5001
5001
5001
5001
5001
5001
5001
5001
5001
5000

Element

Species

Side

Metapodial
Phalange 3
Frag
Phalange 1
Foot bone
Lower molar
Metapodial
Femur
Ulna
Long bone shaft
Long bone shaft
Phalange
Foot bone
Tusk upper
Mandible
Skull
Femur
Humerus
Mandible
Foot bone
Tibia
Mandible
Metapodial
Ulna
Incisor
Metacarpal
Skull
Scapula
Humerus
Humerus
Scapula
Calcaneum

S/M
Cattle
Rodent
Cattle
Cattle
Cattle
Sheep/goat
Cat
Cat
L/M
L/M
S/M
L/M
Pig
Cattle
L/M
Sheep/goat
Sheep/goat
Cattle
L/M
S/M
Sheep/goat
Cat
Cat
Cattle
Cattle
L/M
S/M
Sheep/goat
Sheep/goat
Sheep/goat
Cattle

Indet
N/A
Indet
N/A
Indet
Indet
Right
Right
Left
Indet
Indet
N/A
Indet
Indet
Right
N/A
Left
Right
Indet
Indet
Left
Right
Indet
Right
Indet
Left
N/A
Indet
Right
Left
Right
Right

No

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1

Fusion

Age

Zone

Size

N/A
Indet
Indet
P/D F
Fused
N/A
DF
DF
Fused
Indet
Indet
Indet
Indet
Indet
P2/P3
Indet
P/D U
p/d u
N/A
Indet
Unfused
dp3
Indet
F
N/A
P fused
Indet
Indet
DF
Indet
Indet
Indet

N/A
N/A
Indet
>13 months
N/A
N/A
Indet
Adult
Adult
Indet
Indet
Indet
Indet
Indet
>30 months
Indet
<3 years
<10 months
Indet
Indet
Indet
6 weeks
Indet
Adult
Indet
Indet
Indet
Indet
>10 months
Indet
Indet
Indet

N/A
1,2
Indet
1,2,3
N/A
N/A
8,7,4,3
7,8,9,10
C
Shaft
Shaft

B
C
B
C
B
B
B
C
C
B
D
B
B
B
D
C
D
D
C
B
B
C
B
C
B
C
B
B
B
C
C
C
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2
Indet
Indet
2
N/A
5,2,3,6,8,7
11,2,9,10,7,8,
2
N/A
7,8,9,10
2
C
C
N/A
1,2,6,5
N/A
6
6,5,8,7
10,9,8,7
1,2,4,5,6,7
2,3,4,5
|
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1
1
1
2
2
1
1
3
3
1
2
1
1
1
2
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
3
1
1
2
1
1
1
2
3

Burnt

Butchery

Path

Work

Worked

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

No
Yes
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
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505
505
505
505
510
512
512
512
512
512
524
526
528
529
531
534
536

5015
5015
5015
5015
5020
5017
5017
5017
5017
5017
5016
5016
5016
5009
5042
5033
5051

Lower molar
Lower molar
Lower P3
Upper molar
Lower tusk
Metapodial
Lower molar
Molar
Phalange 3
Humerus
Humerus
Skull
Phalange 3
Phalange1
Metapodial
Long bone shaft
Skull

Cattle
Cattle
Cattle
Cattle
Pig
Cat
Cattle
Cattle
Cattle
L/M
Sheep/goat
L/M
Cattle
L/M
L/M
L/M
Brown rat

Indet
Indet
Right
Indet
Indet
Indet
Right
Indet
N/A
Right
Left
Indet
N/A
N/A
Indet
Indet
N/A

1
1
1
1
1
1
1
4
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1
1

N/A
N/A
N/A
Wear
Indet
P/D F
Indet
Indet
N/A
DU
Indet
Indet
Indet
P fused
Indet
Indet
N/A
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Indet
N/A
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N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
N/A
C
N/A
N/A
2
5,6
8,7
N/A
1,2
1,2
3,4,7,8
Shaft
N/A
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B
B
B
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B
B
B
C
C
C
B
C
C
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1
1
1
1
2
0
1
2
1
1
3
2
1
2
1
1
1

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
Yes
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No
No

1

Figure 1 : Site plan, based on the survey carried out in 2004

2

Figure 2: Site plan, Orthographic view derived from the laser scan data collected in 2011

Figure 3: Plan of OB5, rampart, showing cell phase 1 and locations of sections

3

Figure 4: Plan of N end of OB5, showing cist setting [501 9] and pit [5053]

Figure 5: Plan and sections of cist setting [5068]
4

Figure 6: Plan of lower paving in OB5 cell (left) and early features predating rampart (right)

Figure 7: Section through deposits abuting rampart interior (above) and section through rampart phases 1 and 2
5

Figure 8: Section through deposits outside rampart to W of OB5(N)

Figure 9: Plan and section of trench over OB5(S)
6

7

Figure 1 0: Plan of OB2 (E), OB2(W) and OB4

Figure 11 : Plan of OB4, surviving phase 2 deposits

Figure 1 2: Sections 1 to 3 through deposits in OB2(E), OB2(W) and OB4 (see Figure 1 0)
8

Figure 1 3: Selected non-pottery finds from Nybster. SF525: copper alloy strip; SF622: copper alloy loop; SF447:
cannel coal roughout; SF669: melon bead; SF508: pin mould; SF502: crucible fragment; SF545: stone pendant;
SF458: spatulate tool; SF452:bone implement; SF569: bone needle; SF554: bone handle, probably from a scythe.

9

Figure 1 4: pottery finds from the excavations; N: non-everted ('Nybster') sequence, EV: everted rim sequence

Figure 1 5: Multiplot of the radiocarbon dates from the 2011 excavations
10

Figure 1 6: Calibration curve plot of the Bronze Age radiocarbon dates from the 2011 excavations

Figure 1 5: Multiplot of the radiocarbon dates from the 2011 excavations
11

Excavations at Nybster Broch 2011: Final Report

Plate 1: General view of the roundhouse from the E

Plate 2: The N section of the rampart, pre-excavation
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Plate 3: Stone setting 5019, part-ex, showing collapsed slab lining

Plate 4: Stone setting 5019, post-ex, showing phase 1 wall face [5046] within.
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Plate 5: Stone setting [5026] pre-ex

Plate 6: Stone setting [5068] post-ex
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Plate 7: Stone setting [5068] showing cut [5063], from S.

Plate 8: The phase 1 rampart, with stone setting [5026] to the left, and pit [5053] to the right.
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Plate 9: The phase 1 rampart, outer face [5002], slumped outwards at c.45 degrees.

Plate 10: Section through phase 1 rampart (top left) and phase 2 rampart (top right) with phase 2 cell in the
foreground.
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Plate 11: Upper paving [5036] in the phase 2 cell, from S.

Plate 12: Lower flooring [5061] in phase 2 cell, from S.
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Plate 13: Walling [5004] (right) and cell walling [5037], overlying the saddle quern (SF 553).

Plate 14: Ard marks scored into the natural beneath [5072], and broken orthostats [5074] from pre-rampart
phase.
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Plate 15: Drain [5058], with [5004] above.

Plate 16: Orthostats [5005] in bedding slot [5040], from E.
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Plate 17 Door pivot in the entrance through the late orthostatic division [5005], with steps [5006] behind.

Plate 18: Rubble [5014] outside the rampart in the north slot.
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Plate 19: General view of the S end of the trench, post-excavation, from E.

Plate 20: General view of the trench showing the phase 1 and phase 2 ramparts, from N.
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Plate 21: General view of OB2E, OB2W and OB4.

Plate 22: OB2(W), showing the orthostatic division between the main structure and the subsidiary cell
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Plate 23: OB2(W) during excavation

Plate 24: OB2(W) with drain slot in centre, primary and secondary paving to left, and midden deposit 2011 to
right
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Plate 25: Disturbed hearth in OB2(W)

Plate 26: Paving [2006] in OB2(W)
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Plate 27: OB4 during excavation, from the E

Plate 28: OB4, northern annex cell after removal of the turf
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Plate 29: OB4,southern annex cell after removal of the turf

Plate 30-: OB4, phase 1 hearths and deposits
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Plate 31: Natural patterning in the Phase 1 paving slabs, OB4

Plate 32-: OB4, hearth 1
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Plate 33-: OB4, stone setting [4007]

Plate 34: Stone setting in SW of OB4
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Plate 35: OB4, southern entrance passage annex, from the N

Plate 36: OB5 South, showing phase 2 outer wall face (lower) and phase 1 outer wall face (above) on
bedrock
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Plate 37: OB5 South, showing the quarried bedrock face of the rock-cut ditch
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